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 1 13.75 13.75
 14052297  1

09/28/20
 30  9:00 am  3:00 pm

Salary Range:
$13.7500 To $13.7500 Hourly
Our mission is to teach, support, and empower people with developmental disabilities and their families to live meaningful lives of their 
choice. Our vision is a world where individual differences are appreciated and celebrated, and where everyone contributes. 

We believe that each person grows through their life experience and has the right to make his/her own life choices, including those that 
may involve risk. We support each person to discover their own dream for a meaningful life. 

1SR SHIFT RESIDENTIAL DIRECT CARE
SWANSEA ABORGHMEA

 14009657  4
09/17/20

 25

POSITION SUMMARY As a Cook, you would prepare and serve our guests. As part of this, you would help maintain the high-quality 
product by following our quality and safety standards.

Job Functions:

Prepares food according to specifications by using approved recipes, proper portioning, and food prep logs/tools
Restocks front line with prepared product during peak volumes and/or in accordance with time &temperature
Adheres to food safety standards and reports any questionable food deliveries and/or practices.
Have fun and maintain a positive attitude at all times.
Strive to exceed guest expectations.

4
FALL RIVER KFRANQdoba Restaurant

 13998202  1
09/14/20

 40

We are a community action agency operating more than fifteen grant-funded programs aimed at addressing the causes and effects of 
poverty for low-income residents of the greater Fall River and Taunton area.

We are seeking an ethical, reliable and experienced accountant/bookkeeper to handle all the accounts payable for several grant 
programs. This position is also responsible for monitoring budgets and preparing monthly program reports. Monthly reporting will 
require preparation of spreadsheets and journal entries, which requires a complete grasp of double-entry accounting. Additionally, the 
position provides back-up for other bookkeepers and works with CFO on special projects as needed. Positive personality and ability to 
work within a team, as well as independently, is a must. Business-casual, friendly environment

Job type:

ACCOUNTANT/BOOKKEEPER
FALL RIVER RTEIXCITIZENS FOR CITIZENS, INC.

 14014282  1
09/18/20

 40

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes 
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ASSOCIATE
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods
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Overview:
The Accounts Receivable Associate is responsible for providing financial, administrative and clerical services and ensuring accuracy and 
efficiency of operations. Additionally this position will process and monitor incoming payments and secure revenue by verifying and 

 14009743  2
09/17/20

 40 12:00 pm  8:00 pm

Catholic Memorial Home is a 272 bed skilled nursing and rehabilitation facility, located in the historical Highland area of Fall River, is 
seeking a Full time Activities Assistant for our Dementia Special Care Unit to make a positive difference in the lives of our residents and 
become a member of our mission-driven team. Scheduled Hours are: 12 pm to 8 pm. and every other weekend. Activities and Dementia 
Experience Preferred. #HP2
Full benefit package :
Comprehensive Medical, Dental and Vision Plans
Tuition Reimbursement and Scholarship
Generous Paid Time Off
Company paid Life and Disability Benefits
Must have great customer service skills, and

ACTIVITIES ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER KFRANCATHOLIC MEMORIAL HOME

 14052168  1
09/28/20

 40

As an Ad Coordinator with Ocean State Job Lot, you will: Be responsible for the execution of Ad (ROP or Flyer), Crazy Deal, and Internet 
Coupon Program setups, as well as driving sales within each program; Execute merchandising directives in supporting the sales floor as 
needed; Demonstrate the appropriate amount of urgency with all deadlines...Hiring Immediately 
Must be willing to work at a fast pace, have reliable means of transportation, and be dependable.

AD. COORDINATOR
SOMERSET KFRANOcean State Job Lot

 14052302  1
09/28/20

 40

QUALIFICATIONS
Excellent computer skills with Microsoft Office including Excel and Access.
Detail oriented and able to multi-task.
Minimum 5 years? experience as an Administrative Assistant.
Experience working in a financial institution a plus.
Experience working in a confidential environment.
Experience working with PDF, PowerPoint, and graphic design.
ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
As Administrative Assistant you will be required to provide daily support to the CEO. This includes typing correspondence, setting 
appointments and meetings, answering phones as well as other clerical duties. You will assist in the preparation of the Board of Director 

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER KFRANFall River Municipal Credit Union

 14052186  1
09/28/20

 40

Under the direction of the Assistant Store Manager, the Area Supervisor is responsible for the daily merchandising of designated areas 
of the store. The Area Supervisor controls ordering, receiving, stocking, signing, ad setup, and maintenance standards in their area. The 
Area Supervisor also participates in the coverage and responsibilities of the Front End/Service Desk. The role of the Area Supervisor is 
designed to develop future OSJL managers. Associates in this position should be open to development to management level positions.
ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
? Protection of company assets
? Ensuring all OSJL customers receive the best possible service on the sales floor and at the point of sale
? Compliance with all Company policies and procedures
? Merchandise presentation in assigned areas, including proper maintenance of all autoreplenished areas Support training of staff 
assigned to the department(s)

AREA SUPERVISOR
SOMERSET KFRANOcean State Job Lot
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 14054598  1
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 40  7:00 am  4:30 pm

Assignment is in a manufacturing facility.  Must be able to work both independently and as a member of a team. May be required to 
use small hand tools and to be able to lift up to 25 pounds. 
PPE gear provided by employer.

ASSEMBLER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLADV Staffing Inc

 14052141  2
09/28/20

 40  3:00 pm 11:30 pm

Assignment is in a manufacturing facility.  Must be able to work both independently and as a member of a team. May be required to 
use small hand tools and to be able to lift up to 25 pounds. 
PPE gear provided by employer.

ASSEMBLER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLADV Staffing Inc

 14029162  2
09/22/20

 40

Taco, Inc.

We are an equal opportunity employer. Employment selection and related decisions are made without regard to sex, race, age, 
disability, religion, national origin, color, protected veteran status or any other protected class.

Assembler B (2nd Shift)
2020-55
Performs a variety of routine duties involved in the assembly, loading, packaging, painting and testing of various items in the heat 
transfer product line.
• Works from drawings, travel tickets, and lean manufacturing visual control boards.

ASSEMBLER B (2ND SHIFT)
FALL RIVER INETEMPLTaco, Inc

 14029158  2
09/22/20

 40

Taco, Inc.

We are an equal opportunity employer. Employment selection and related decisions are made without regard to sex, race, age, 
disability, religion, national origin, color, protected veteran status or any other protected class.

Assembler B (2nd Shift)
2020-54
Performs a variety of routine duties involved in the assembly, loading, packaging, painting and testing of various items in the heat 
transfer product line.
• Works from drawings, travel tickets, and lean manufacturing visual control boards.

ASSEMBLER B (2ND SHIFT)
FALL RIVER INETEMPLTaco, Inc

 14052098  1
09/28/20

 40

Cabinet Assembler

Searching for a self motivated team worker with cabinet/wood fixtures assembly experience!

Must be able to work in a warehouse production setting environment, flexible to work overtime when needed!

Warehouse Picker/Receivers
Warehouse picker with RF scanners experience a plus, pallet jack/ fork lift experience a plus, able to speak, read English a must.
Schedule Monday-Friday
Must have reliable transportation, and be reliable

ASSEMBLY
FALL RIVER KFRANJS INTERNATIONAL
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 14014312  4

09/18/20
 40

The Asset Protection Specialist is primarily responsible for preventing financial loss caused by theft and fraud and supporting safety and 
environmental program compliance in their assigned store/multiple stores. They utilize tools to minimize loss to the Company, including 
but not limited to identifying incidents of theft and fraud, reviewing CCTV and exception reports, monitoring the store's physical 
security, auditing the Electronic Article Surveillance and driving a shrink elimination culture in the store. Other responsibilities include: 
preparing accurate and detailed case reports documenting your apprehensions and recoveries, preserving evidence, interacting with 
law enforcement and testifying in criminal and civil court actions. The Asset Protection Specialist must report any hazardous or unsafe 
condition to the Manager on Duty and carry out job responsibilities in a manner that minimizes the risk of injury to themselves, other 
associates, vendors, customers, and the Company. They must demonstrate integrity at all times, respond to asset protection and 
operational concerns of all associates and remain focused on store specific business objectives while supporting key asset protection 
and operational responsibilities.

ASSET PROTECTION SPECIALIST
SOMERSET KFRANHome Depot

 13998213  1
09/14/20

 40

employer is looking for a dedicated candidate to wash and detail cars but also has the opportunity to be trained to work as an Auto 
body Tech.This is a full time position, driver's license is mandatory, with a passion to work and repair cars. Must be a hard worker, have 
great customer service skills, and be reliable.

AUTO ASSISTANT/AUTO DETAILER
FALL RIVER KFRANMIKE'S AUTO BODY

 14014323  1
09/18/20

 25

We are currently seeking to hire a part time employee (20-25hrs per week) Mon.-Fri Must be able to work well in a fast paced 
environment, be focused on the job and have exceptional phone and customer service skills . Barista experience helpful. pay starts at 
$13/hr plus tips
free meals and beverages while working
Paid holidays and vacation
No nights or weekends+
Benefits:
Employee discount
Paid time off
Day shift

BARISTA/SALES CLERK
FALL RIVER KFRANNew Boston Bakery

 14029199  1
09/22/20

 40

The Branch Manager position is responsible for the administration and efficient daily operation of a branch office, including product 
sales, customer service, security and safety.

Develops new deposit and loan business and promotes a service culture through coaching, guidance, and staff motivation.

Achieves individual and branch goals through new business, referrals, and retention of account relationships.

Makes business calls to attract new business.

Provides leadership, training, and supervision.

BRANCH MANAGER
SWANSEA INETEMPLBayCoast Bank

 14052326  1
09/28/20

 25

Due to costume restrictions, individual must be at least 5 feet 5 inches tall but no more than 5 feet and 10 inches tall and be of medium 
build; must be in good physical condition to wear a heavy costume and stand or walk for extended periods of time.
High school diploma or general education degree (GED) preferred but not required. Valid driver?s license with proof of a good driving 
record
Experience

BRAND AMBASSADOR, PROMOTIONAL 
EVENTS SWANSEA KFRANCardi's Furniture
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Entertainment experience in a mascot role is preferred but not required.

 14026072  1
09/21/20

 40

Call Center Representative
We are currently seeking a professional, positive, Full-Time Call Center Rep for our front office. The
successful candidate will be responsible for answering incoming calls, utilizing Health Center policies to
solve patient issues and directing calls as needed. Call Center Representatives are often the first point of
contact for patients, so we are interested in hiring individuals with a commitment to patient satisfaction
and an ability to make accurate sound decisions.
Work Schedule
40-hours per week (flexible schedule to include evenings and Saturday hours)
Required Qualifications:
1. Must submit a CORI Release Form and demonstrate proof of being free from disqualifying

CALL CENTER REPRESENTATIVE
FALL RIVER RTEIXHealthFirst Family Care Center

 14025977  1
09/21/20

 40

 Ensure customers have a great first and last impression
? Gather carts from the parking lot
? Operate equipment to move carts from the parking lot to inside the store
? Clean restrooms, sales floor, and parking lot as needed
? Have a positive attitude in all weather conditions
Must have good customer service skills, have reliable transportation, and be dependable

CART ASSOCIATE/JANITORIAL ASSOCIATE
FALL RIVER KFRANWalmart

 14029360  4
09/22/20

 25

Ability to proficiently read, write, speak, analyze, interpret, and understand the English language.
Ability to perform basic math skills.
Ability to make change with all denominations of American currency.
Ability to stand/ walk for the duration of a scheduled shift.
Ability to adhere to all local, state and federal health and civil code regulations.
Ability to operate equipment as required by department; i.e. slicer, scale, can opener, wrapping machine, rotisserie, fryolator, cheese 
grater/ cutter, case cutter and stove/ oven
Ability to stand, bend, twist, reach, push, pull and lift 25 lbs. to 75 lbs.
Ability to provide customers with superior service.
Maintain a neat, well-groomed appearance at all times and observe company dress code policies.

CASHIER/GENERAL CLERK
FALL RIVER KFRANPrice Rite

 14014306  4
09/18/20

 25

Cashiers play a critical customer service role by providing customers with fast, friendly, accurate and safe service. They process 
Checkout and/or Return transactions, as well as monitor and maintain the Self-Checkout area. They proactively seek product/project 
knowledge to provide customers with information and identify selling opportunities. They follow all policies and procedures to ensure 
that shrink is minimized. A Head Cashier will position Cashiers and support them by expediting price checks, approving Point of Sale 
transactions and markdowns for mainline registers, Self-Checkout, Returns, Pro Desk, Special Services, and Tool Rental. They provide 
first level escalation for customer issues and assist in the supervision, coaching and training of other Front End Associates by 
participating in the training of new Cashiers and utilizing all available tools to coach and develop other Cashiers. The preferred 
qualification for a Head Cashier is 1+ years of Cashier experience.

CASHIERS
SOMERSET KFRANHome Depot

 14014403  1
09/18/20

 40

Smile, greet, and thank customers with a positive attitude
? Stand for long periods of time while checking out customers quickly and accurately

CASHIERS/FRONT END
FALL RIVER KFRANWalmart
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? Keep your area clean and presentable
? Answer customer questions and help them with their needs
? Be available to assist associates across the store as needed
Must have reliable means of transportation, and have good customer service skills

 14009656  4
09/17/20

 25

POSITION SUMMARY As our catering delivery driver you will be the face of QDOBA representing yourself and QDOBA with enthusiasm 
and great hospitality!
Must have a current and valid driver's license
Great customer service skills, and be reliable
We are currently looking for a Catering Delivery Driver who will be an Integral part of the QDOBA restaurant team, This person would

Deliver all orders in a safe and timely manner.
Work as a crew member when not making a delivery (See Crew Member .Job Description).
Provide friendly guest service and the highest level of hospitality.
Obtain guests? signatures on all orders.

CATERING DELIVERY DRIVER
FALL RIVER KFRANQdoba Restaurant

 13990715  1
09/14/20

 32

The Collection System Technician performs a variety of skilled, semi-skilled, and manual work in the repairing, cleaning, locating and 
inspection of the wastewater collection system, operate a variety of light construction equipment and wastewater system cleaning and 
maintenance.

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES: 
- Responsible charge of operating heavy equipment including a backhoe, combination high pressure flusher and vac trauck
- Perform a variety of construction, repair, cleaning, & inspection work including rodding, hydroflush cleaning, television camera 
inspection & locating
- Assist in maintaining & caring for assigned tools & equipment
- Sit to drive or ride in vehicle, walk, stand, bend, squat, climb, kneel, & twist while getting in & out of trenches, mixing mortar, & 

CDL COLLECTION SYSTEM TECH
FALL RIVER INETEMPLVeolia North America

 14009786  1
09/17/20

 38

License:
CNA (Preferred)
CPR (Preferred)
Environment:
Inpatient
Speciality :
Geriatric
Employer type:
Nursing home
Qualifications:

CERTIFIED NURSING ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER KFRANCATHOLIC MEMORIAL HOME

 14009564  1
09/17/20

 20  1:30 pm  5:30 pm

Position Overview:
Direct care and supervision of school-age children (5-13 yrs of age)
Bus monitoring from school to program center

Qualifications & Skills:
18 years of age
High school diploma or GED

CHID CARE WORKER (GROUP 
LEADER/SUBSTITUT FALL RIVER RTEIXCITIZENS FOR CITIZENS, INC.
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6 months experience working in a supervised school-age setting, preferred

Hours:

 14025850  1
09/21/20

 40

Prior mfg. exp in cleanroom setting preferred. English required. Positions are located in Fall River, MA.
1st shift $15.50 hourly
2nd Shift.... $15.50 hrly (3:30pm-12am)
3rd Shift....$16.50hrly (10:30pm-7am)

CLEAN ROOM PACKAGERS
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services

 14070984  1
10/03/20

 40

Caregiving is our Calling

At Amedisys whether we're caring for patients directly or supporting those who do, each of us is a caregiver at heart. Every team 
member contributes to our mission of providing exceptional, clinically distinct care in the home to thousands of patients and families 
every day.

In home health, you'll be a true advocate engaging patients throughout their coordinated health care journey all while maintaining 
autonomy and independence to support their needs.

If you're looking for a home with a Nationwide Company where you can put your skills and experience to work, make a difference every 

CLINICAL MANAGER, RN - REMOTE
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAmedisys Holding, LLC

 14036928  1
09/24/20

 40

Description

AccentCare is looking for passionate clinicians committed to delivering exceptional care in the home.
We are committed to quality patient outcomes—delivering evidence-based care in the home—and providing comprehensive training to 
further develop our staff along with continuing education and promotional opportunities.
Come join the AccentCare team and Make A Difference every day.
Position:             Clinical Supervisor (CS) Fall River, MA
Reports to:         Director Patient Care Services

CLINICAL SUPERVISOR FT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAccentCare, Inc.

 14026177  1
09/21/20

 40

Description

AccentCare is looking for passionate clinicians committed to delivering exceptional care in the home.
We are committed to quality patient outcomes—delivering evidence-based care in the home—and providing comprehensive training to 
further develop our staff along with continuing education and promotional opportunities.
Come join the AccentCare team and Make A Difference every day.
Position:             Clinical Supervisor (CS) Fall River, MA
Reports to:         Director Patient Care Services

CLINICAL SUPERVISOR RN
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAccentCare, Inc.
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 14052411  1

09/28/20
 40

FUNCTION:
Performs a variety of duties to collect all past due residential and consumer loans in accordance with internal collection policy, 
Massachusetts State collection statutes and Fair Debt collection Act.
DUTIES:
1. Telephones delinquent accounts, sends out letters and follow up as necessary. Work with customers and provide workout options for 
payments on over-due accounts. Prepares and recommends loans for charge off to the Collections Manager when deemed 
uncollectible.
2. Prepares necessary documentation on accounts being referred to an attorney for foreclosure or bankruptcy. Remains in close contact 
with attorney on accounts that have been referred.
3. Performs skip tracing to locate past due borrowers and responds to credit inquiries from banks and credit bureaus.

COLLECTOR
SWANSEA INETEMPLBayCoast Bank

 14061072  1
10/01/20

 40

FUNCTION:
Provide support to Commercial Loan Officers with management of their loan portfolios.  Act as critical liaison between Commercial Loan 
Officers, Loan Servicing, and existing/prospective Commercial Loan customers.
RESPONSIBILITIES:
Assist Commercial Loan Officers with servicing existing Commercial Loan portfolios. Prepare loan applications, supporting documents, 
and file memorandums for new and existing accounts.
Maintain ongoing contact with borrowers to ensure compliance with policies and procedures and other required loan terms and 
conditions.  Follow-up with borrowers as required documenting any changes in operations, business needs, or loan request 
circumstances. Update credit file regularly with current commentary regarding account status.
Assist in the preparation of credit proposals, ensuring that all appropriate terms and conditions are included and that sufficient 

COMMERCIAL LOAN PORTFOLIO ASST
SWANSEA INETEMPLBayCoast Bank

 14028798  1
09/22/20

 40

Description

Background Information:
 (IDT), provider of automated software testing, data analysis, and cybersecurity solutions for complex, mission-critical systems in the US 
Department of Defense (DOD), is seeking a Computer Vision Software Engineer to be based in our Fall River office.
Overview:
The Computer Vision Software Engineer position offers an engineer the opportunity to utilize his/her knowledge and talents as part of a 
collaborative team developing AI solutions for a growing company. A few of the responsibilities include applying modern computer 
vision techniques (Deep Convolutional Neural Networks, ORB/SIFT/SURF, etc.), supporting feasibility studies, extracting semantic 
meaning from visual information, and exploring data using scientifically valid techniques to exploiting patterns with state-of-the-art 

COMPUTER VISION SOFTWARE ENGINEER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLInnovative Defense Technologies

 14000239  1
09/15/20

 20

Follow receives,cooking techniques, sfaty procedures in the restaurant; operate standard kitchen equipment; manage stock of of 
station ingredients. Part time 15 to 20 hours

COOK/GRILL/PREP/PIZZA
REHOBOTH RTEIXRehoboth House of Pizza

 14000198  1
09/15/20

 40

Follow receives,cooking techniques, , safety procedures in the restaurant; operate standard kitchen equipment; manage stock of of 
station ingredients.

COOK/GRILL/PREP/PIZZA
REHOBOTH RTEIXRehoboth House of Pizza

 14040327  1
09/25/20

 40

Granite City Electric Supply is the area\'s premiere electrical distributor serving electrical contractors as well as residential, commercial 

COUNTER SALES
FALL RIVER INETEMPLGranite City Electric
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 1
and industrial customers for over 90 years. With branches covering Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont and 
Connecticut, we are the largest regional independent electrical supply company and the official distributor of electrical supplies to the 
Boston Red Sox.  
     Position Summary: 
     As a Granite City Counter Salesperson you will service customers by taking, entering and filling orders accurately and quickly. You will 
gain product and sales knowledge while becoming more proficient with GCE's other departments, systems and procedures. You will 
generate sales for GCE by providing customer service excellence, value-added service and solutions for our new and existing customers. 
     Essential Functions: 
      * Communicate with Customers on the phone and in person, fill orders and transfers accurately and quickly.

 14029333  1
09/22/20

 30

Part-time Custodian position.  Responsibilities include cleaning office areas, cleaning machinery and factory areas, properly storing 
turnings and chips for recycling.  Potential to become full-time, for the right candidate.

CUSTODIAN
FALL RIVER TSHORH & S TOOL ENG INC

 14014337  1
09/18/20

 40

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES include the following:

Review customer Purchase Orders daily against quotations and historical information
Request purchase orders from customers when paperwork does not arrive with product
Proactively notify customers of discrepancies between quotation and pricing on purchase orders, when there is a variation
Proactively notify customers of discrepancies between stated due date on purchase orders and quoted due date
Confirm other details of orders with customers to ensure that orders flow smoothly through company, and arrive as expected at 
customer
Field customer requests to expedite product.
Request adjustments to customer Purchase Orders when Expedite Fees are required

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP
FALL RIVER KFRANADVANCE CAREER SERVICES

 14014289  4
09/18/20

 25

Customer Service/Sales associates provide fast, friendly service by actively seeking out customers to assess their needs and provide 
assistance. These associates learn about products using our tools, and provide information to customers in order to sell an entire 
project. Associates in this position will learn how to greet, qualify, recommend and close every customer in their department, and know 
how to handle basics in adjacent departments. Customer Service/Sales associates maintain the in-stock condition of assigned areas, and 
ensure it is clean, shop-able, and safe. Each associate has the responsibility of providing a safe working and shopping environment by 
following all safety policies & standards, completing specified safety training, immediately correcting hazards & unsafe conditions or 
reporting conditions to the Manager on Duty, and working safely as not to endanger themselves, co-workers, vendors, or customers. 
These associates work in cooperation with their Department Supervisor and other associates in their department as well as other 
departments. Specific store departments may include Building Materials, Décor, Electrical, Flooring, Garden, Hardware, Kitchen & Bath, 
Lumber, Millwork, Paint, Plumbing and Tool Rental. The Customer Service/Sales position types may include Department Sales, Lead 

CUSTOMER SERVICE SALES
SOMERSET KFRANHome Depot

 14014261  1
09/18/20

 40

Here, we believe there's not one path to success, we believe in careers that grow with you. Whoever you are or wherever you come 
from in the world, there's a place for you at Sherwin-Williams. We provide you with the opportunity to explore your curiosity and drive 
us forward. We'll give you the space to share your strengths and we want you to show us what you can do. You can innovate, grow and 
discover in a place where you can thrive and Let Your Colors Show!

Sherwin-Williams values the unique talents and abilities from all backgrounds and characteristics. All qualified individuals are 
encouraged to apply, including individuals with disabilities and Protected Veterans.

This position is responsible for supporting the sales efforts at a Sherwin-Williams paint store, servicing wholesale and retail customers. It 

CUSTOMER SERVICE SPECIALIST
SEEKONK INETEMPLSherwin-Williams Company
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 14065900  1
10/02/20

 40

Under the direction of the Branch Manager and Assistant Branch Manager, the Customer Service Supervisor (CSS) is responsible for the 
daily supervision of the branch teller staff, creating a high quality service team that earns the long-term loyalty of the customers. 
Oversees and conducts the accurate processing of various customer transactions. The CSS coaches the teller team in all aspects of sales, 
service, and operations; responding to customer inquiries by answering questions, resolving problems or referring customers to the 
appropriate sales/service personnel. The CSS is responsible for the daily control of the branch's main vault, distributing, and receiving 
cash to/from the staff. Demonstrates a willingness to do more than is required or expected by embracing the Bank's mission statement 
and core values, which will improve results and morale as well as create new opportunities.
Responsibilities:
Responsible for overseeing the daily supervision of the teller line.
Responsible for the daily control of the vault, placing orders for cash in order to maintain an adequate on hand cash supply.

CUSTOMER SERVICE SUPERVISOR
SWANSEA INETEMPLBayCoast Bank

 14014307  1
09/18/20

 40

Associates in Deliveries/Driver positions are responsible for ensuring an outstanding customer order fulfillment experience. Direct 
customer interaction is frequently required for these positions, which are often the first and/or last impression presented to the 
customer. Whether directing customers to store departments or merchandise, answering customer questions on product order status, 
or delivering products directly to a customer?s home, these positions play a critical role in ensuring the highest level of customer 
satisfaction. Specific Customer Service/Delivery positions may include: Delivery Driver Associate or Delivery/Will Call Coordinator.
Must have a reliable means of transpotation, and be reliable

DELIVERIES/DRIVERS
SOMERSET KFRANHome Depot

 14032907  4
09/23/20

 25

Food Delivery, sweeping, mopping, dishes. Help with ovens when busy between deliveries after training.
Job Type: FULL and PART TIME Available
Schedule:

Day shift
Holidays
Monday to Friday
Night shift
Weekends
Driving: 2 years (Required)

DELIVERY DRIVERS
SOMERSET KFRANDomino's Pizza

 14052173  1
09/28/20

 40

As a Department Head with Ocean State Job Lot, you will: Perform a range of duties to meet the needs of customers and the business; 
Ensure proper merchandising and maintenance of the sales and stock room areas; Work as part of the store team to perform sales 
transactions and assist customers on the sales floor...

DEPARTMENT HEAD
SOMERSET KFRANOcean State Job Lot

 14014303  1
09/18/20

 40

Department Supervisors train, coach and develop associates in each department to ensure customers receive excellent service and can 
easily find the merchandise they need. In addition they provide valuable input into merchandising decisions to the Store Management 
Team and Operations Team. Department Supervisors have strong product knowledge and the ability to lead and develop others. 
Specific store departments may include Building Materials, Décor, Electrical, Flooring, Gardening, Hardware, Kitchen & Bath, Lumber, 
Millwork, Paint, Plumbing, Pro Account Sales, Tool Rental, Front End, Freight, Receiving, Associate Support, Special Services, and 
Merchandising Execution.

DEPARTMENT SUPERVISOR
SOMERSET KFRANHome Depot
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 14025991  1

09/21/20
 40

Ensure customer satisfaction by greeting and answering their questions
Tour your department to ensure it meets our customers' expectations
Work hand-in-hand with sales associates to get the job done
Prepare and plan for upcoming events that will impact your department
Ability to communicate, take direction at all levels, and turn it into action
Use basic math skills to maintain accurate inventory levels
storejobsQualifications
Supervisory experience or experience in a retail environment

DEPARTMENT SUPERVISOR/LEAD
FALL RIVER KFRANWalmart

 14014311  1
09/18/20

 40

Designers support three primary store priorities: Customers First, In Stock, and Store Appearance. Designers support Customers First by 
providing fast, thorough, and friendly service to customers. Designers interact with customers by welcoming them to the store, 
assessing their kitchen and/or bath project needs, providing showroom tours, setting them up for kitchen and/or bath measures, 
meeting with them to go over room designs and make purchasing recommendations. Designers support In Stock initiatives by assessing 
stock levels of samples and brochures and restocking them as necessary. Designers support the Store Appearance priority by ensuring 
special order displays and showrooms promote a shopping environment that is appealing and safe. By supporting these three priorities, 
Designers drive sales to support department and store goals.

DESIGNER/KITCHEN BATH
SOMERSET KFRANHome Depot

 14032897  1
09/23/20

 20  8:00 am 12:00 pm

Family Service Association is a comprehensive private, non-profit social service agency dedicated to the development and 
implementation of services designed to provide strength and support to individuals and families throughout southeastern 
Massachusetts. Headquartered in Fall River, Family Service Association strives to increase the capacity of individuals and families to 
cope with the stresses of family life and interpersonal relationships in a positive, productive and health-improving manner. This agency 
is a leading provider of professional social services in the South Coast region of Massachusetts, with a 130-year tradition of high quality.

We are seeking a part time Kitchen Aide (20 hours per week) to assist the Program Leaders at the Adult Day Health center located in Fall 
River, MA. 

The hours are Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

DIETARY AIDE
FALL RIVER ABORGFamily Service Association of Fall River

 14009759  4
09/17/20

 25

Catholic Memorial Home is a 272 bed skilled nursing and rehabilitation facility, is seeking full time and part-time Dietary Aide 
candidates to make a positive difference in the lives of our residents and become a member of our mission-driven team. HP2#
Positions are benefitted at 20 hours
Full benefit package :
Comprehensive Medical, Dental and Vision Plans
Tuition Reimbursement and Scholarship
Generous Paid Time Off
Company paid Life and Disability Benefits
403B, Cell phone discounts
Hours per week:

DIETARY AIDES
FALL RIVER KFRANCATHOLIC MEMORIAL HOME

 14029050  1
09/22/20

 40

Direct Care Staff,  First and second shifts available, Must have high school diploma,  Associates or Bachelors preferred. Must have 
experience with adolescents and groups Maintain the safety and security of the residents and the facility.  Enforce program rules, 
including resident and guest sign-in curfew.  Monitor phone and door.  Conduct regular building checks.  Provide crisis and emergency 

DIRECT CARE STAFF
FALL RIVER MOFFESalvation Army
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intervention in cooperation with on-call staff.
In keeping with program policies and procedures, develop and maintain appropriate, supportive, and positive individual and group 
relations with residents, in order to build resident self-esteem and promote social skills.
Act as a team member in consultation with residential and case management staff regarding needs of residents and goal plans.
Maintain written records of interaction with residents to ensure program accountability.
Participate in staff meetings; attend training sessions; facilitate resident group meetings; and assist in maintenance of facility and 
completion of clerical tasks to ensure program quality; professional growth, and consistency within the staff team.

 14026179  1
09/21/20

 40

Description

AccentCare, Inc.® is a national post-acute healthcare provider with 45 years of industry experience. We thrive on providing 
patient-centric care and a warm and personalized experience within our local communities.
Your Success is our Success. We strive to provide our new employees with a structured on-boarding process to help you become 
assimilated quickly, and cutting-edge tools to make your daily work easier and more efficient. We offer extensive training and a 
wide-array of opportunities for continued education and promotional opportunities.
Position: Director Patient Care Services for Fall River, MA

DIRECTOR PATIENT CARE SERVICES RN
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAccentCare, Inc.

 14054875  1
09/29/20

 30  7:00 am  3:30 pm

Work in small and larger restaurant facilities. Work largely independently in sometimes hot environments.  Must be able to lift 25 
pounds.

DISHWASHER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLADV Staffing Inc

 14014588  1
09/18/20

 45  8:00 am  5:00 pm

Environmental Compliance Technician Needed!

- We Offer Great Benefits and Career Advancement Opportunities

Compliance Testing Service – Is a leading & established company covering the Northeast with our Headquarters in Southeastern MA. 
Servicing both independent and chain customers for over 25 years. The ideal candidate would reside in Central to Eastern Mass, 
including Rhode Island. 
CTS employees enjoy great benefits including 401K with Company match, Healthcare, Dental, Term Life, Long and Short-Term Disability 
coverage, cell phone allowance, accident Insurance, PTO, and Paid Holidays. This is in addition to a great Salary and a 
Pay-for-Performance Quarterly Bonus added to it all!

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE TECHNICIAN
DIGHTON INETEMPLCompliance Testing Services

 13998032  1
09/14/20

 40

Job Description- Executive Assistant

Accurate Services is looking for a self-starter who wants a challenging career in domestic sewn garment manufacturing. This person will 
interface with both management, as well as, makers in our warehousing and distribution team. Excellent organizational and computer 
skills are a must! 

Responsibilities
Handling office tasks, such as filing, generating reports and setting up for meetings, and reordering supplies.
Maintain polite and professional communication via phone, e-mail, and mail.
Screening phone calls and routing callers to the appropriate party.

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER ABORGACCURATE SERVICES
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 14000260  1

09/15/20
 40  7:00 am  3:30 pm

The Expediter reports to the Production Control Supervisor. You will work directly with Planning and Manufacturing to expedite work 
through the company to meet on-time delivery to customers and satisfy work center load requirements. Physically and electronically 
move production lots between work centers to verify counts and On-Time status. Assist Planners and department heads to answer 
Customer expedites.
Receive internal order and start with material that is cut.
Monitor the Work In Progress, which is electronic, by entering in data and moving the job lot to the next work station electronically.
Monitor flow of components and paperwork between departments to confirm with production schedules.
Interface with department Leads and Supervisors to ensure the job plan is implemented.
May count semi-finished goods inventory, reschedule and/or count and package product as needed.
This position is located in Plymouth, MA.

EXPEDITOR
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services

 14009547  1
09/17/20

 40  7:00 am  5:00 pm

Position Overview:
EEC Family Child Care
Licensed Provider-Educator for Family Child Care System in Fall River Community Qualifications & Skills:

EEC Family Child Care Licensed Providers-Educators for Family Child Care System

Hours:
Full time or substitute
Availability 7:00-5:00 pm

FAMILY CHILD CARE EDUCATORS
FALL RIVER RTEIXCITIZENS FOR CITIZENS, INC.

 14052171  1
09/28/20

 40

Ocean State Job Lot - 869 GRAND ARMY HIGHWAY [Stocker / Inventory Clerk / Merchandising] As a Field Merchandiser with Ocean 
State Job Lot, you will: Perform a range of duties to meet the needs of home base store, new/remodel locations or existing stores; 
Merchandise of the front of the store to company 
direction which would include the Power Lane, End Caps, Tables and bulk positions; Dismantle and set store fixtures...Hiring 
Immediately 
Must have reliable transportation, be dependable, and work hard.

FIELD MERCHANDISER
SOMERSET KFRANOcean State Job Lot

 14052191  1
09/28/20

 40  6:00 am  4:30 pm

Ability to operate forklift. Place, stack and remove boxes/pallets.

FORKLIFT OPERATOR
FALL RIVER INETEMPLADV Staffing Inc

 14052197  2
09/28/20

 40  3:00 am 11:30 pm

Ability to operate forklift. Place, stack and remove boxes/pallets.

FORKLIFT OPERATOR
FALL RIVER INETEMPLADV Staffing Inc

 14014293  4
09/18/20

 25

Associates in Freight/Receiving positions ensure the store is stocked and ready for business every day. They load and unload trucks, 
move material from the receiving area throughout the store, may operate forklifts and may perform critical functions for maintaining 
proper on-hands and pricing for our customers. Direct customer interaction is frequently required for some positions and excellent 
customer service skills are required. The Freight/Receiving positions may include Freight Team Associate, Freight Team Lead, Receiving 
Associate and Receiving Support.

Today

FREIGHT RECEIVING
SOMERSET KFRANHome Depot
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 14025975  1
09/21/20

 40

 Ensure high quality products are available in produce, deli, bakery, dairy, meat, and other departments
? Pack ready-to-sell products in proper containers and stock displays
? Prepare and serve ready-to-eat food
? Assist customers in ordering cakes, fulfilling deli orders, or finding the right produce
? Keep area clean, sanitized, and customer-ready
Must be dependable, and have a reliable means of transportation

FRESH FOOD ASSOCIATE
FALL RIVER KFRANWalmart

 14052167  4
09/28/20

 30

Under the direction of store management, the Front End Supervisor is responsible for the protection of company assets. The Front End 
Supervisor provides customer service and oversight of front-of -store activities in accordance with all company policies and procedures.
Must have the following traits:
Team oriented attitude
Constantly learning and facing challenges head on
Excellent at communication skills
Extraordinary customer service & organizational skills
Flexible availability (Days/Nights/Weekends)
Commitment to making your community a better place
Must be dependable, and have a reliable means of transportation, also must be flexible..

FRONT END SUPERVISOR
SOMERSET KFRANOcean State Job Lot

 14014239  1
09/18/20

 40

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes 
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country. Blount Fine 
foods has three manufacturing facilities.

 Summary: General relocation of product in a warehouse environment utilizing motorized material handling equipment. Loading and 
unloading pallets of cases.

 Essential Duties and Responsibilities:

GENERAL WAREHOUSE- 1ST SHIFT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14014241  2
09/18/20

 40

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes 
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country. Blount Fine 
foods has three manufacturing facilities.

 Summary: General relocation of product in a warehouse environment utilizing motorized material handling equipment. Loading and 
unloading pallets of cases.

 Essential Duties and Responsibilities:

GENERAL WAREHOUSE- 2ND SHIFT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14014242  3
09/18/20

 40

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes 

GENERAL WAREHOUSE- 3RD SHIFT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods
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refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country. Blount Fine 
foods has three manufacturing facilities.

 Summary: General relocation of product in a warehouse environment utilizing motorized material handling equipment. Loading and 
unloading pallets of cases.

 Essential Duties and Responsibilities:

 13990716  1
09/14/20

 32

The Stormwater Associate is responsible for ensuring compliance with the City’s NPDES stormwater permit, maintaining the 
underground asset management (UGAM) asset management software program for the stormwater and combined sewer collection 
systems and CSO reporting. Position also includes working with the client on all aspects of the MS4 permit program including public 
education and outreach, development of ordinances, submittal of annual report and record keeping. 

The Stormwater Associate is responsible for Stormwater Collection System support. This includes GIS development (digitizing from 
record plans and GPS field surveys), operation and maintenance work order management and record keeping, water quality sampling, 
system inspections and collaborating with the City on public education/participation programs. Also responsible for ensuring 
compliance with NPDES stormwater permit, compiling and submitting annual stormwater report, staying up to date wit h permit 
changes and developing future stormwater management plans. Position will require attendance at stormwater workshops, conferences 

GIS STORMWATER ASSOCIATE
FALL RIVER INETEMPLVeolia North America

 14060966  4
10/01/20

 40

Come join our team! Let us give you the opportunity to become involved in home care, one of the nation's fastest growing industries.

Work available throughout Fall River, Taunton, New Bedford, Attleboro and surrounding areas. You choose your schedule. We have 
immediate full-time & part-time openings.

Benefits Include:
•Weekly Paychecks
•Direct Deposit
•Health Insurance
•Free HHA Training

HOME HEALTH AIDE
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAnodyne

 14058010  1
09/30/20

 40

Hospice Case Manager | Registered Nurse  (20008826)

What You Will Do:

As a hospice case manager for Amedisys, you will have a special opportunity to provide, coordinate and direct the provision of hospice 
nursing and palliative care to terminally ill patients in their home.  You will closely collaborate with the attending physician, patients 
and their families, and other members of the patient care team to provide and maintain continuity of patient care to achieve excellent 
pain and symptom management and high quality end-of-life care for the patient.

Assess and reassess all physical, environmental and emotional factors to determine hospice needs for patients in the home setting

HOSPICE CASE MANAGER | REGISTERED NURSE
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAmedisys Holding, LLC

 14014576  1
09/18/20

 40

Hospice Liaison  (20008634)

HOSPICE LIAISON
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAmedisys Holding, LLC
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Territory:  Fall River & New Bedford MA

What You Will Do

The Hospice Liaison is responsible for establishing and developing new business contacts, maintaining current relationships and 
developing and implementing a sales and marketing plan. Covers the sales/marketing region assigned.

 14025982  1
09/21/20

 40

Are you looking for a job that offers more responsibility, more pay, and more opportunity? As an hourly supervisor, you are responsible 
for an entire area of the store. Sales associates in your area will look to you for leadership, direction, training, and support. You are 
accountable for merchandise availability, department standards, and financial performance of your area.
But you're not in it alone. You'll have the full support of your fellow department managers, assistant managers, and store manager. 
Plus, we offer additional specialized training through local Walmart Academies to teach you everything from leadership skills to running 
your department.
Duties and Responsibilities
Ensure customer satisfaction by greeting and answering their questions 
Tour your department to ensure it meets our customers' expectations
Work hand-in-hand with sales associates to get the job done

HOURLY SUPERVISOR/TRAINER
FALL RIVER KFRANWalmart

 14009781  1
09/17/20

 38

Catholic Memorial Home is a 272 bed skilled nursing and rehabilitation facility, is seeking a 37.5 hour Housekeeping candidate to make 
a positive difference in the lives of our residents and become a member of our mission-driven team.
The position is 37.5 hours with some holidays and every other weekend.
Full benefit package :
Comprehensive Medical, Dental and Vision Plans
Tuition Reimbursement and Scholarship
Generous Paid Time Off
Company paid Life and Disability Benefits
403B, Cell phone discounts

HOUSEKEEPING AIDE
FALL RIVER KFRANCATHOLIC MEMORIAL HOME

 14052325  1
09/28/20

 25

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
Perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential duty satisfactorily.
Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions.
Performs the routine cleaning of floor areas and non-floor areas, including: sweeping, dusting, window/glass washing, sink scrubbing, 
vacuuming, toilet cleaning, mopping, spill clean-up, spot cleaning.
o Dusting track lights, ceiling vents, furniture and furniture accessories throughout the showroom and offices.
o Washing walls, glass windows, floors and waste buckets.
o Maintain clean tile floors throughout the store.
o Vacuum floors and rugs.
o Clean escalators and elevators.

HOUSEKEEPING ASSOCIATE
SWANSEA KFRANCardi's Furniture

 14025935  1
09/21/20

 40  7:00 am  3:30 pm

Please call  Monroe Staffing for a full job description..... please ask for Emily
Position is located in New Bedford, MA

HUMAN RESOURCE ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services
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 14040729  1

09/25/20
 40

http://fallriverha.org/frhaemployment/DUTIES:
The Human Resource Assistant will assist the Director of Human Resources in the management of employment records, payroll and 
benefits, and orientation activities for FRHA employees.  The incumbent will perform independent functions requiring the application of 
expertise relating to human resources, personnel, and/or payroll, as well as other tasks typical of a clerk job classification.  The Human 
Resource Assistant must follow established and standardized procedures in accomplishing confidential time sensitive tasks, and careful 
judgment must be exercised in administering procedures and policies.

QUALIFICATIONS:The incumbent will be required to have clerical experience in computer operation, typing, office equipment and must 
be able to maintain a filing system in a safe, secure and confidential manner at all times.  In addition, incumbent must be able to 
perform work under time pressure, able to understand and follow oral and written instructions and must have good communication 

HUMAN RESOURCE ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER ABORGFALL RIVER HOUSING AUTHORITY

 14025853  1
09/21/20

 40  8:00 am  4:30 pm

Prior experience is preferred. Positions are located in FAll River, MA.

JANITOR
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services

 14054882  1
09/29/20

 30  7:00 am  3:30 pm

Basic janitorial position, involving cleaning, sweeping, mopping. Does not require advanced skills/

JANITOR
FALL RIVER INETEMPLADV Staffing Inc

 14009764  1
09/17/20

 38

Catholic Memorial Home is a 272 bed skilled nursing and rehabilitation facility, is seeking a 37.5-hour Laundry candidate to make a 
positive difference in the lives of our residents and become a member of our mission-driven team.
The position is 37.5 hours, every other weekend and every other holiday.
Full benefit package:
Comprehensive Medical, Dental and Vision Plans
Tuition Reimbursement and Scholarship
Generous Paid Time Off
 Company paid Life and Disability Benefits
403B, Cell phone discounts

LAUNDRY AIDE
FALL RIVER KFRANCATHOLIC MEMORIAL HOME

 14025914  1
09/21/20

 40

Lead will be in charge between 8-10 machine workers. Previous Experience mandatory.
Position is in Fall River,MA.
Must have a reliable means of transportation

LINE LEADER/PRODUCTION DEPT.
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services

 14032874  1
09/23/20

 40

The Loss Prevention Specialist (LPS) is a key high level hourly associate position in the Amazon Fulfillment Centers (FCs). The Loss 
Prevention Specialist leads the effort to efficiently and effectively provide security services and asset (lives, buildings, equipment, 
inventory, data, & intellectual property) protection in a designated fulfillment center. The LP Specialist reports to the Loss Prevention 
Manager responsible for their facility, and aids them in supporting the FC Operational team, and the cross functional teams throughout 
the organization. The LPS will work weekend or overnight shifts as necessary and walks up to 5 miles in a shift and lifts up to 20 lbs.

Key Responsibilities Include:
* Enhance, track, and report on metrics which are key performance indicators, allowing performance improvements so that the desired 
outcomes are achieved to plan and in a timely manner
* Ensure internal controls per Sarbanes Oxley (SOX) requirements related to area are fulfilled

LOSS PREVENTION SPECIALIST
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAmazon Corporate LLC
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 14014305  1

09/18/20
 40

Lot Associates assist customers with the loading of their vehicles and also monitor and maintain the entrance of the store. Lot 
Associates also are responsible for maintaining a sufficient quantity of carts near the entrance of the store. This position interacts with 
Home Depot associates and customers. Because the Lot Associate is often the first and last associate to interact with customers as they 
enter or leave the store, customer service plays a vital role in this position. Direct customer interaction is frequently required for some 
positions and excellent customer service skills are required.

LOT ASSOCIATES
SOMERSET KFRANHome Depot

 14014619  1
09/18/20

 40  3:00 am 12:00 pm

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product line includes 
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of Clam Chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster Bisque in the country.

Responsible for the efficient and accurate operation of in-line equipment for the production of Fall River products. 

Daily/Position Responsibilities (Other duties may be assigned):
¿ Follow recipe and HACCP steps to ensure correct completion of all recipes to pre-determined standards.
¿ Final in-line word and responsibility on all recipes being produced.
¿ Ability to learn, operate and adjust multiple in-line pieces of processing equipment.

MACHINE OPERATOR 1ST SHIFT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14014618  2
09/18/20

 40  3:00 pm 12:00 am

Responsible for the efficient and accurate operation of in-line equipment for the production of Fall River products. 

Daily/Position Responsibilities (Other duties may be assigned):
¿ Follow recipe and HACCP steps to ensure correct completion of all recipes to pre-determined standards.
¿ Final in-line word and responsibility on all recipes being produced.
¿ Ability to learn, operate and adjust multiple in-line pieces of processing equipment.
¿ Ability to multi task multiple recipes and steps at the same time; working organized and clean.
¿ Responsible for completing required paperwork accurately and honestly.
¿ Must adhere to posted GMP’s (Good Manufacturing Practices).
¿ Ability to own, lead and develop one’s own production line/process with 100% adherences to all recipe designs; no deviations.

MACHINE OPERATOR 2ND SHIFT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14040515  1
09/25/20

 40 10:00 am  6:00 pm

 Stevens Treatment Programs empowers youth to lead successful lives through high quality treatment and education in a safe and 
nurturing environment. 
 
Located in the Historic District of Swansea, Massachusetts for 80 years, Stevens provides comprehensive services to adolescent boys 
who require the safety and consistency of our residential treatment program. We seek committed and passionate individuals who are 
looking for a challenging, yet rewarding professional experience to help us reach our goal of successfully re-integrating youth into home 
and community.   

We are currently seeking a motivated, dependable individual for a Full-time 40-hour entry level Maintenance Worker position.   

MAINTENANCE
SWANSEA INETEMPLStevens Treatment Programs

 14052172  1
09/28/20

 40

As a Maintenance Associate with Ocean State Job Lot, you will: Care for all store facilities according to company standards; Maintain 
floors, windows, restrooms, office and employee areas; Perform minor exterior maintenance per store lease specifications; Other duties 
may include merchandising and customer service...Hiring Immediately

MAINTENANCE ASSOCIATE
SOMERSET KFRANOcean State Job Lot
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 14014625  2
09/18/20

 40

About the Company: 

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes 
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country.

Summary Perform electrical duties to the facility and manufacturing area equipment as requested by the maintenance supervisor, or as 
deemed necessary.

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIAN- 2ND SHIFT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14014225  3
09/18/20

 40

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes 
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country.

 

Summary: Perform required maintenance and repair on building and equipment; as scheduled or as needed during processing hours.

                                  

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN- 3RD SHIFT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14025865  1
09/21/20

 40

Maintenance Tech-Days 5am til Finish $15-17 DOE  Seafood Production Workers -$14.50/hr                         1st shift  4-5am til Finish 
Sunday-Friday or Monday-Saturday  (depending on dept.)                                      2nd shift 3:30pm til Finish (sometimes until 4am) 
Sunday-Thursday (sometimes Friday)                                      No Experience needed-they will train! No language requirements!    BCI, 
DT-Client issued * Everify *
Positions are located in New Bedford, MA

MAINTENANCE TECHS
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services

 14036698  1
09/24/20

 12  8:00 am 12:00 pm

Part-time Maintenance Worker to provide general upkeep of common areas at a condominium complex. Vacuum and maintain 
cleanliness of halls / common areas. General carpentry and painting skills are a plus.

This part time position is 3 mornings per week, but could be 5 mornings based on seasonal needs.  Seasonal responsibilities include: 
pool maintenance in the summer and removing snow from walkways and in front of entrances in the winter. 

Excellent opportunity for a retiree!

MAINTENANCE WORKER
FALL RIVER TSHORRope Walk Condominiums Trust

 14014607  1
09/18/20

 40  8:00 am  5:00 pm

SUMMARY:  The Maintenance Worker works as an integral part of the Maintenance Team. The Maintenance Worker will perform, but is 
not limited to the following duties: install equipment and perform preventive maintenance, minor carpentry, plumbing and electrical 
repair work, snow removal and routine yard maintenance. This position may require a flexible schedule including 1st and 2nd shifts. The 
agency has the right to change shifts based on the needs of the organization.
 

MAINTENANCE WORKER
FALL RIVER ABORGSTEPPINGSTONE, INC.
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ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
Position Specific Duties 
Install equipment and perform preventive maintenance for buildings, building utilities and equipment using a variety of hand and 
power tools.
Evaluate malfunctioning equipment using diagrams, operations manuals, other written instructions and/or own judgement in obtaining 

 14060769  1
10/01/20

 40

As America\'s largest supplier of respiratory and durable medical equipment, the mission of Lincare is to set the standard for excellence, 
transforming the way respiratory care is delivered in the home. We are inspired by a vision to enable patients with chronic conditions to 
remain engaged in life, with the peace of mind that we are caring for them. 
     If you are a fast-paced, urgent management professional looking for a position that is both financially and personally rewarding, then 
Lincare is the organization for you! 
      *  map out processes and protocols to achieve goals
      *  motivate and lead teams, and adjust quickly to a rapidly changing health care marketplace
      *  partner with physicians and other health care providers to offer full-service, outcome-altering medical interventions
      *  work for an organization that rewards success and fosters a culture of promotion
     Job Responsibilities include:  

MANAGER, CENTER - FALL RIVER, MA
FALL RIVER INETEMPLLincare, Inc.

 14025840  1
09/21/20

 40  7:00 am  3:30 pm

Metal Manufacturing / Press Fabrication/ Lean - 5S concepts Experience being " change agent 
Position is located in Plympton, MA
Must be relaible, and have reliable means of transportation.

MANUFACTURING SUPERVISOR
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services

 14014617  2
09/18/20

 40

Position Summary: 
This position requires an ability to work in a fast paced environment, a "can do attitude", and the ability to follow procedures.  Person 
must be detailed and team oriented. In event of absence, position will be filled by adequately trained personnel.
Responsibilities include: 
¿ Ensure accuracy and completeness of all recipes
¿ Perform inventory allocations of recipes
¿ Verify lot numbers of items used
¿ Perform daily inventory audits of the department
¿ Identify problem items or areas and recommend improvements
¿ Work with inventory coordinators reducing extras

MATERIAL DATA ENTRY
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14014621  3
09/18/20

 40  4:00 am  1:00 pm

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes 
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country.
Position Summary: 

This position requires an ability to work in a fast paced cold environment, a "can do attitude", flexible, and the ability to follow 
procedures. Person must be detailed, reliable and team oriented.
Responsibilities include: 

• Forklift/Pallet Jack Operation

MATERIAL HANDLER - 3RD SHIFT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods
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 14025934  1

09/21/20
 40  6:00 am  6:00 pm

MO experience/ material handler
Positions are located in Carver, MA
Must have a reliable means of transportation. 
3rd Shift availaibility from 6pm-6am also pays at $13.50 (3) candidates

MATERIAL HANDLERS
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services

 14026086  1
09/21/20

 40

Medical Assistant Summary
Under the general direction of the Medical Assistant Supervisor and Practice Manager the Medical
Assistant will perform a wide variety of patient care activities including: Patient assessment, treatment,
and general care for the patients? visit. Direct patient care responsibilities include: vital signs processing;
assist primary care provider in all aspects of patient care including examinations, and procedures;
vaccinations; informs provider of any abnormal findings while processing the patient; prescription refills;
ensuring labs, test results and hospital records are accessible to the provider; ensure patient encounter
and procedures performed are documented accurately in the EMR, routine office duties; any other duties
and responsibilities within the scope of a MA.
Required Qualifications

MEDIACL ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER RTEIXHealthFirst Family Care Center

 14014295  1
09/18/20

 40  9:30 pm  6:00 am

Merchandising, service activities such as merchandising projects, planogram maintenance,overhead organization, and display/signage 
maintenance designed to enhance the customer experience. MEAs execute merchandising strategies and ensure product is displayed 
correctly to drive sales and maximize inventory turns. MEAs work in teams with on-site supervision, and provide service to multiple 
departments in the stores. These associates execute approved general bay service, tasking, projects and resets safely, accurately and 
efficiently. MEAs must build and maintain strong relationships with store associates and provide superior customer service to both 
internal and external customers. MEAs on the traveling team typically service multiple stores and work overnights. Major Tasks, 
Responsibilities and Key Accountabilities
35% Merchandising: General Service, Tasking and Projects Read and interpret directions to ensure merchandise is set to the planogram, 
project instructions, and general service guidelines Straighten, clean and merchandise product to ensure merchandise is presented in a 
visually appealing manner 20% - Organize overheads and perform focused pack-down on low stock and outof- stock products Build 

MERCHANDISING
SOMERSET KFRANHome Depot

 14009796  1
09/17/20

 38

Qualifications
License:
Registered Nurse (RN) (Preferred)
Catholic Memorial Home a 272 bed nursing and rehabilitative care facility has an exciting opportunity for a 40 hour full-time 
MMQ/MDS Nurse. #HP1

Requirements:

RN License Required

MMQ/MDS NURSING DOCUMENTATION
FALL RIVER KFRANCATHOLIC MEMORIAL HOME

 14000456  1
09/15/20

 40

Mobile Associate (MA) work as part of a Retail Team of Experts to bring the T-Mobile brand to life. They live and breathe T-Mobile! 
They're brand ambassadors who create energy and excitement around our products and services. They are obsessed with the 
connected world and thrive in a fast-paced environment, where technology innovations, customer needs and the Retail experience are 
continuously evolving. They immerse themselves in meaningful connections with our customers, and their ability to build new and 

MOBILE ASSOCIATE - RETAIL SALES
FALL RIVER INETEMPLT-Mobile USA, Inc.
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deepen existing relationships is unmatched across the wireless industry. They continuously work to build expertise in uncovering our 
customers' needs and have a passion to educate, demonstrate and recommend device and service solutions. This role is a learning role, 
where new experts are working with their team and proactively building skills and competencies, in preparation for the next level up as 
a Mobile Expert. As a Mobile Associate, you will be required to successfully complete new employee training.
Responsibilities
Builds proficiency related to serving and selling to our customers, while providing a best in class customer experience and building 

 14054934  1
09/29/20

 40

Mobile Associate (MA) work as part of a Retail Team of Experts to bring the T-Mobile brand to life. They live and breathe T-Mobile! 
They're brand ambassadors who create energy and excitement around our products and services. They are obsessed with the 
connected world and thrive in a fast-paced environment, where technology innovations, customer needs and the Retail experience are 
continuously evolving. They immerse themselves in meaningful connections with our customers, and their ability to build new and 
deepen existing relationships is unmatched across the wireless industry. They continuously work to build expertise in uncovering our 
customers' needs and have a passion to educate, demonstrate and recommend device and service solutions. This role is a learning role, 
where new experts are working with their team and proactively building skills and competencies, in preparation for the next level up as 
a Mobile Expert. As a Mobile Associate, you will be required to successfully complete new employee training.
Responsibilities
Builds proficiency related to serving and selling to our customers, while providing a best in class customer experience and building 

MOBILE ASSOCIATE - RETAIL SALES
DARTMOUTH INETEMPLT-Mobile USA, Inc.

 14005238  1
09/16/20

 40

The Mortgage Loan Processor II performs a variety of duties to assist in the processing and  closing of mortgage loans. The Mortgage 
Loan Processor II may be is expected to process and maintain a pipeline, communicate with borrower and Loan Officers daily. Be self 
motivated and have daily accountability.  This position includes processing of government loan products. Position may involve evening 
and weekend hours to supplement mortgage processing capacity during peak volume periods. This position is at a physical location and 
allows for partial remote work.   

 Responsibilities:   

   Setup of new mortgage files received from originators, LPO's or internet.       

MORTGAGE LOAN PROCESSOR II
SWANSEA INETEMPLBayCoast Bank

 14051958  1
09/28/20

 40

BayCoast Mortgage Company is a fast growing Massachusetts company owned by BayCoast Bank, est. 1851 is looking for an 
Underwriter II position.  The ideal candidate will  perform a variety of duties to conduct the underwriting of BayCoast Mortgage 
Company (BCMC) loans. Ability to underwrite all types of Residential Mortgage loans including government products. Remote work 
schedule available to qualified candidates.

Equal Opportunity Employer.
M/F/V/D
VEVRAA Federal Contractor
If a qualified disabled applicant needs assistance with the application process please contact Barbara Tripp at 508-675-4450 or by email 
at btripp@baycoastbank.com.

MORTGAGE LOAN UNDERWRITER II
SWANSEA INETEMPLBayCoast Bank

 14036400  1
09/24/20

 40  8:00 am  4:00 pm

Preferably at least two years experience as an office assistant, located in FAll River, MA.
Looking for a full time and/or part time Office Assistant(s)/Move Coordinator(s) for a local family owned moving company in Fall River. 
Candidates must be friendly and organized.
Qualifications:
2 years min experience as Office Assistant or Administrative Assistant (Preferred)

MOVE COORDINATOR/OFFICE ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER KFRANBristol Plymouth Moving & Storage
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Experience within the moving industry is a plus
Excellent communication and customer service skills
Attention to detail; pride in your work is a must
Efficient in Microsoft Applications (Word, Excel, PowerPoint)
Basic knowledge of telephone, email, computer, typewriter and fax use

 14054455  1
09/29/20

 20

MA - New Bedford, MA Fall River
                                    NAEP 2021 - Assessment Administrator

16736BR

Job Description

We are seeking motivated individuals who are committed to excellence and are experienced in working with primary and secondary 
school students to work as Assessment Administrators (AAs) for the 2021 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). AAs will 
conduct assessment sessions using tablets in participating schools. In addition to conducting the assessments, AAs also assist with other 

NAEP 2021 - ASSESSMENT ADMINISTRATOR
FALL RIVER INETEMPLWestat, Inc.

 14005494  1
09/16/20

 40

Onsite Representative

Overview:

The Onsite (OMR) will serve as the site's designated provider in the warehouse, coordinating and implementing the Amazon Global 
Program. The OMR will provide care to injured employees, actively analyze tasks for potential issues, participate in the ' process, and 
recommend appropriate mitigation measures to management.

The OMR will function as a part of the larger team onsite, helping to provide assistance with all and needs. This includes attending 
weekly associate committee meetings, greeting all new hires for the site, either within a group setting at New Hire Orientation or 

ONSITE MEDICAL REPRESENTATIVE
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAmazon Corporate LLC

 14052175  1
09/28/20

 40

As an Operations Sup with Ocean State Job Lot, you will: Be responsible for the control of cash related media, receiving, and inventory 
control paperwork, and the overall operational efficiency of the store's office; Administrative duties include; HR record keeping, new 
hire orientations, and follow up on corporate directives... Must have stellar customer service skills, and be reliable

OPERATIONS MANAGER
SOMERSET KFRANOcean State Job Lot

 14014396  1
09/18/20

 40

Permanent employment opportunity in downtown Fall River! We are a fun and growing ecommerce business building out the largest 
product offering of decorative throw pillows, Japanese futons, meditation cushions and interior designer textiles all made in the USA. 
We are eagerly seeking administrative support staff that can assist us in a variety of tasks throughout the office and overall operation. 
Some examples of these tasks are as follows:
Tracking down customer's orders,
Daily picking and processing of customer orders,
Customer order processing and some entry,
Invoicing and processing orders after they've shipped,
Processing customer returns and providing Return Authorizations as needed,
Confirming available inventory and some digital merchandising (added descriptions to products online such as color, pattern and etc.)

OPERATIONS/CUSTOMER SUPPORT
FALL RIVER KFRANThe Pillow Collection
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 14025939  1

09/21/20
 40  7:00 am  3:00 pm

calipers, micrometers, use of small utensils aerospace dept.
Positions are located in New Bedford, MA

OPERATORS/ASSEMBLERS
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services

 14014561  1
09/18/20

 40

SUMMARY:  The Outreach Worker works as an integral part of the Program Team. The Outreach Worker will perform, but is not limited 
to, the following duties: administration of program record-keeping, conducting interviews, intakes, developing, implementing and 
monitoring individualized service plans, case reviews, and advocacy. This position may require a flexible schedule including 1st and 2nd 
shifts. The agency has the right to change shifts based on the needs of the organization.   
 
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
Position Specific Duties 
Provide street outreach to homeless individuals and youth, including those with serious mental illness and substance use disorders.
Build trust and access needs of homeless persons in Project catchment area.
Perform data collection with the hard-to-reach, chronic homeless population.

OUTREACH WORKER
FALL RIVER ABORGSTEPPINGSTONE, INC.

 14052138  1
09/28/20

 40

Package Handlers will receive a competitive hourly rate and are eligible for an attractive benefits package including medical, dental, 
vision, vacation, holiday pay, parental leave and tuition assistance after completion of an eligibility period.
FedEx Ground is an essential business that needs people to help us support the economy, handling life-saving medications and other 
items that keep our communities as prepared as possible during these uncertain times.
FedEx Ground will continue to hire for essential positions like this one.
FedEx Ground is hiring part-time and full-time individuals to load and unload packages in our fast-paced warehouse environment. 
Part-time employees typically work a 2-4-hour shift per day. Full-time employees work approximately two shifts per day of varying 
lengths. Package Handlers are responsible for warehouse duties including: the physical loading, unloading and/or sorting of packages of 
varying sizes and weights by hand, including lifting, pushing, pulling, carrying, scanning, placing packages, as well as physical bending, 
twisting, kneeling and etc. in a safe and efficient manner. Shifts may vary depending on warehouse package volume and business 

PACKAGE HANDLER/WAREHOUSE
SEEKONK KFRANFedex Ground

 14052140  1
09/28/20

 40

Package Handlers will receive a competitive hourly rate and are eligible for an attractive benefits package including medical, dental, 
vision, vacation, holiday pay, parental leave and tuition assistance after completion of an eligibility period. Flexible schedules are 
offered at many of our locations and will be discussed during the hiring process.
Individuals who are interested in starting their journey with FedEx Ground must be at least 18 years of age and will be required to 
watch a virtual job preview before moving forward with the employment application process.
Reasonable accommodations are available for qualified individuals with disabilities throughout the application
Both full and part time positions available.

PACKAGE HANDLERS
SEEKONK KFRANFedex Ground

 14054826  2
09/29/20

 30  3:00 pm 11:30 pm

Wrapping and packaging finished products. Must be willing to train on plastic wrapping machines. The use of some small hand tools 
might also be required.

PACKER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLADV Staffing Inc

 14054822  1
09/29/20

 30  7:00 am  3:30 am

Wrapping and packaging finished products. Must be willing to train on plastic wrapping machines. The use of some small hand tools 
might also be required.

PACKER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLADV Staffing Inc
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 13998031  1

09/14/20
 40

Job Description: Commercial Packer

Accurate Services, Inc. is a small family owned and operated business in Fall River, MA since 1986, offering a variety of services including 
Warehousing, Distribution, Product Development and Production for the Garment Industry, Sewn Products and Consumer Goods.

The Distribution Team is seeking Commercial Packers, full and part-time, to support the production of recent high-volume orders. This is 
an opportunity with a commercial warehouse for a position that offers longevity and stability.

Job responsibilities may include but are not limited to the following:

PACKER
FALL RIVER ABORGACCURATE SERVICES

 14052295  1
09/28/20

 40

We are looking for a specialized Legal Secretary to undertake a variety of administrative and clerical tasks. You will work under the 
supervision of an attorney and will also provide support in assigned legal cases. The goal is to sustain efficiency of all office procedures 
and case management so as to guarantee reliability and consistency.
Responsibilities
Provide administrative support to one or more lawyers
Effectively communicate with witnesses, clients, colleagues and partners
Skills:
Experience as secretary is a plus but not required
Knowledge of MS Office (word and excel)
Ability to understand and read pay stubs and tax information

PARA LEGAL/ LEGAL SECRETARY
FALL RIVER KFRANDenise Squillante,P.C.

 14019254  1
09/19/20

 40

JOB DESCRIPTION
     American Renal Associates, a national provider of quality dialysis services with the Highest retention rate in the industry, is accepting 
applications for the following position in Fall River, MA: 
     Patient Care Technician/CNA  
     We are seeking a Patient Care Technician/CNA to provide excellent patient care services at our dialysis clinic in Fall River, MA. High 
School Diploma or GED required. Dialysis experience and CCHT certification preferred, but will train an experienced CNA.  Position is 
full-time. Sundays and major holidays off.  
     Why Choose American Renal Associates:  
     * We do not cap salaries 
     * Annual raises significantly above industry average 

PATIENT CARE TECHNICIAN/CNA
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAmerican Renal Associates

 14052112  1
09/28/20

 40

Responsible for reviewing prescriptions; preparing, verifying, labeling, and dispensing prescription medication to patients; maintaining 
records including controlled substances; organizing and directing pharmacy technician's workflow and verifying their preparation and 
order entries; ensuring compliance with state and federal regulations and laws. Pharm. D. and MA pharmacist license required. Must be 
proficient in Rx20 software, MOT system, Maaps, CMR/MTM. Mail resume to Walsh Pharmacy of Rock St Inc., 202 Rock St, Fall River, 
MA 02720.

PHARMACIST
FALL RIVER INETEMPLWalsh Pharmacy of Rock St Inc

 13999996  1
09/15/20

 35  8:00 am  4:00 pm

Responsibilities include but are not limited to:
1. Providing a full range of comprehensive health, nutrition, oral health and child
development services for low-income families using an interdisciplinary team approach

PRENATAL TO FIVE HEALTH SPECIALIST
FALL RIVER RTEIXCITIZENS FOR CITIZENS, INC.
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2. Providing parents with Health, Nutrition and Oral Health training
3. Conducting in-home screenings of postpartum women and newborns
4. Data entry of all immunizations, physical and dental exams
5. Assist with program implementation including supervision and support of Home Visitors

Qualifications:
? Bachelor?s Degree in related field

 14014267  1
09/18/20

 40

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes 
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country.
Position Summary: In addition to being responsible for the accurate and efficient processing of ingredients for Production utilization, 
the Prep1 position also requires the following: 
¿ Ability to work independently in specific “work zone”
¿ Helps to expedite the Prep line throughout the shift
¿ Assists in the delegation of work throughout the line, to increase departmental efficiencies
¿ Ability to establish and develop productive working relationships with fellow Prep staff personnel
¿ Creates a positive environment, and makes the team stronger

PREP - 1ST/2ND SHIFTS
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14014628  2
09/18/20

 40

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes 
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of Clam Chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster Bisque in the country.

Summary: Responsible for coordinating and verification of ingredients to ensure accurate processing of manufacturing ingredients.

Essential Duties and Responsibilities:

•Responsible for inventory accuracy within the department.

PREP EXPEDITOR
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14014627  2
09/18/20

 40  3:00 pm 11:30 pm

The Blount family has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side 
dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder 
in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country.

Summary
The position is designed to increase the efficiency of the prep department.  The successful candidate will be assigned to a prep zone(s) 
and will monitor and coordinate the activity of that zone(s).  Helping to ensure that materials are ordered on time, prepped correctly 
and documented correctly.  This person will be responsible for filling out prep sheets, making labels for buckets and reporting progress 
to the supervisors.    

PREP LEAD
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14025931  1
09/21/20

 40

Press Machine Operators
 MO experience/ material handler...
Must have reliable means of transportation 
Positions are in Westport, MA

PRESS MACHINE OPERATORS
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services
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 14025932  1
09/21/20

 40

Press Machine Operators
 MO experience/ material handler...
Must have reliable means of transportation 
Positions are in Westport, MA

PRESS MACHINE OPERATORS
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services

 14032784  1
09/23/20

 40  9:00 am  5:00 pm

Process & Design Engineer. Interact with vendors or customers on technical or design issues. Collaborate with process development 
personnel to improve equipment, processes, products and packaging quality by leading review sessions. Use lean six sigma 
methodologies to reduce and control cost and waste. Establish and monitor performance metrics through data mining, analysis and 
report summation(s) to generate improvement recommendations. Implement quality control methods, such as statistical process 
controls (SPC), inspect and test processes, products, and equipment. Spend time on the production floor in order to monitor daily 
operations of a fast-paced USDA, FDA food manufacturing facility. Exam design orders, evaluate changes, and draw releases. Resolve 
issues and help improve equipment, processes, products, and package equality. Perform review sessions, measure financial impact, and 
monitor performance metrics. Document projects, perform analysis, and improve efficiency. Gather and analyze data and inputs, 
discover inefficiencies, and write and support queries. Help analyze, evaluate, and develop and review systems and procedures and 
develop procedures for operating and maintaining equipment. Develop, implement, and maintain KPI and OEE dashboards, transition 

PROCESS AND DESIGN ENGINEER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14014629  2
09/18/20

 40

Position Overview: 
Responsible for the continuous and “trouble free” running of production lines, all equipment, and machinery.
Position Responsibilities: 
Daily maintenance of all production line and manufacturing equipment.
Repair of any breakdowns during normal production.
Proactive line adjustments, to prevent lost time.
Perform preventative maintenance, in order to eliminate or minimize future processing “down time.”
Ability to learn all aspects of processing line equipment, with the ability to teach others key primary adjustments.
Responsible for any production/processing line, equipment based, “Down Time”.
Effective and continuous communication with Maintenance and Lead to discuss and resolve any issues with production.

PRODUCTION LINE MECHANICS - 2ND SHIFT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14025848  1
09/21/20

 40

Must have experience in Sanding, Buffing,and carpentry
Positions are located in Fall River, MA.

PRODUCTION SANDERS
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services

 14025842  1
09/21/20

 40

Sanding, Buffing, Carpentry
Must have a reliable means of transportation, and be willing to work hard
Positions are located in Fall River, MA.

PRODUCTION SANDERS
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services

 14014631  2
09/18/20

 40

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes 
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country.

QA TECH (LAB)- 2ND SHIFT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods
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Position Summary: 
The Quality Assurance Technician assists Quality Assurance Management in the maintenance of overall product quality and safety.  This 
key role assures the effective completion and documentation of Quality Assurance responsibilities. 

Daily/Position Responsibilities (Other duties may be assigned):

 14014264  2
09/18/20

 40

Position Summary: 
The Quality Assurance Technician assists Quality Assurance Management in the maintenance of overall product quality and safety.  This 
key role assures the effective completion and documentation of Quality Assurance responsibilities. 
Daily/Position Responsibilities: 
•Receives daily direction from Quality Assurance Senior Technician and Management.
•Performs daily review of HACCP, SSOP and other QA related records to assure conformance to requirements. 
•Routinely observes production activities to assure consistency and conformance to standards, as well as providing improvement 
suggestions.
•Assists in the effective completion and documentation of daily and non-daily scheduled tasks as required.
•Responsible for laboratory records, MSDS, GLPs, and inventory of laboratory supplies.

QUALITY ASSURANCE TECH II - 2ND SHIFT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14014235  2
09/18/20

 40

Position Summary
Monitor standards and controls in relation to the manufacturing of high quality soup, salad and side products in a dynamic, fast paced 
USDA, FDA food manufacturing facility.  Must possess well developed organoleptic abilities.  Must possess and present a positive and 
upbeat attitude at all times. 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities include the following. Other responsibilities w/ similar skill and work conditions as assigned. 
¿ Work closely with the Machine Operators in the efficient and accurate processing of all production recipes.
¿ Communicate effectively within department to ensure most efficient and highest quality processing possible.
¿ Monitor and enforce quality control points.
Positional accountabilities:

QUALITY PROCESS ENGINEER TECH-2ND SHIFT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14014275  2
09/18/20

 40

Monitor and enforce quality control points in a dynamic, fast paced USDA, FDA food manufacturing facility. In event of absence, 
position will be filled by adequately trained personnel.  
Position Responsibilities
¿ Monitor standards and controls in relation to the production and/or packaging of high quality soup, dip and salad products.
¿ Utilize ACCESS database and verification spreadsheets to monitor pack-out lines.
¿ Assure 100% compliance to statistical process control program.
¿ Log data and report trends using information gathered.
¿ Maintain and communicate quality control reporting data. 
¿ Communicate quickly and effectively with production and management personnel.
¿ Perform viscosity and solids data testing.

QUALITY PROCESS INSPECTOR II
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14029111  1
09/22/20

 40

The unloaders at TJ Maxx are individuals who are responsible for unloading items or goods from the truck into the main store from 
where they will be transferred to shelves.
Aside offloading or unloading trucks, his/her job description also entails properly arranging or storing of unloaded items in the store.
He/she may also be required to move the items from the central store room to the shelves for customers? purchase.
Additionally, the unloader also participates in cleaning and organizing the store. He/she ensures the items are properly arranged and 
that they do not obstruct customer traffic in the store.

RECEIVERS
FALL RIVER KFRANTJ Maxx
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 3
A supervisor is placed ahead of the unloaders to direct their activities and ensure they get the job done as required.
TJ Maxx unloaders should be able to stack items properly in the store and to place them in the right places allocated for such.
He/she should also be able to work at a fast pace. 
Unloader Job Description Example

 14054841  1
09/29/20

 30  8:00 am  2:00 pm

Receptionist and secretary in newly established office.  Needs skills to answer phone calls, greet job applicants and review job 
applications. Needs to be able to work with 3 - 5 coworkers in a small office environment.
Computer skills needed to scan and print applications. Also needs to be able to maintain paper files.

RECEPTIONIST
FALL RIVER INETEMPLADV Staffing Inc

 14029554  1
09/23/20

 40

JOB DESCRIPTION
     American Renal Associates, a national provider of quality dialysis services with the Highest retention rate in the industry, is accepting 
applications for the following position in Fall River, MA:  
     Registered Nurse  
     Seeking a qualified RN to provide quality in-center hemodialysis patient care in a fast paced environment. Must be a graduate of an 
accredited school of nursing. Current CPR certification and MA RN license required. Dialysis experience preferred, training available to 
qualified candidates. Seeking a dependable individual who possesses a positive and caring attitude. This is a full-time position. Sundays 
and major holidays off.  
     Why Choose American Renal Associates:  
     * We do not cap salaries 

REGISTERED NURSE
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAmerican Renal Associates

 14032591  1
09/23/20

 40

Full-Time RN, Registered Nurse
Flexible Weekday and Weekend Schedule Available
Great Benefits Package

BAYADA Home Health has an immediate opening for a Full-Time RN, Registered Nurse to perform  home health visits for our office in 
Dartmouth, MA.  This office provides exceptional care to adult and geriatric patients in their homes in Fall River, Swansea, Seekonk and 
surrounding towns.  One year prior clinical experience as a licensed RN is required

BAYADA has a special purpose: to help people of all ages have a safe home life with comfort, independence, and dignity. We believe our 
clients and their families deserve the highest quality home health care delivered with compassion, excellence, and reliability - our core 

REGISTERED NURSE (RN) - HOME HEALTH - FU
SWANSEA INETEMPLBAYADA Home Health Care, Inc.

 14014309  1
09/18/20

 40

Repair and Tool Technicians are responsible for the evaluation and repair of small engines, outdoor power equipment and handheld 
electrical devices. This position makes equipment recommendations and ensures that units are maintained. Technicians work in both 
our stores with Tool Rental Centers and in our repair centers. In a store, technicians will be expected to provide service to store 
customers in Tool Rental which includes writing customer contracts and invoices for equipment rental and tool repairs, checking to 
make sure tool is operating properly and demonstrating its proper use (as needed). In addition to supporting customer repair needs, 
they are also responsible for the day-to-day operation and maintenance of equipment in the tool rental department. In non-store 
locations, technicians will ensure units are repaired, tested for the quality of the repair and cleaned prior to returning to the store 
where the repair originated. Technicians must effectively manage the tool inventory by maintaining the tools and repairing them as 
necessary.

REPAIR AND TOOL TECHNICIAN
SOMERSET KFRANHome Depot

 14040530  2
09/25/20

 40

$300 SIGN ON BONUS!

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR
SWANSEA INETEMPLStevens Treatment Programs
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Stevens Treatment Programs empowers youth to lead successful lives through high quality treatment and education in a safe and 
nurturing environment.

Located in the Historic District of Swansea, Massachusetts for 80 years, Stevens provides comprehensive services to adolescent boys 
who require the safety and consistency of our residential treatment program.

We are currently looking for Residential Counselors to fill the following:

 14057862  1
09/30/20

 40

The Health Care Specialist performs equipment setups in a timely and professional manner. This employee is generally responsible for 
the setup of highly technical equipment such as ventilators, monitors, and CPAP units. The Health Care Specialist also provides technical 
assistance with equipment and may end up performing setup of all types of oxygen equipment as well. 
     *  Provides patient education as an intricate part of the patient care activity according to the patient's need and Lincare policy, 
frequently in the patient's home 
      * Requires use of a personal vehicle with a valid driver's license
       *  Performs complete and professional patient assessments in accordance with Lincare policies and procedures
      *  Maintains current knowledge of respiratory homecare techniques and relevant respiratory therapy concepts
      *  Follows applicable policies and procedures of the Safety & Regulatory Manual regarding General Safety, OSHA (includes the 
proper use of Personal Protective Equipment), DOT (driving safety), FDA, and Emergency Planning

RESPIRATORY THERAPIST - FALL RIVER, MA
FALL RIVER INETEMPLLincare, Inc.

 14009651  4
09/17/20

 25

POSITION SUMMARY As a crew member, you would prepare and serve our guests. As part of this, you would help maintain the 
high-quality product by following our quality and safety standards.

Job Functions:

Enthusiastically greet all guests when they enter the restaurant.
Have fun and maintain a positive attitude at all times.
Strive to exceed guest expectations.
Follow recipe and preparation guidelines.
Be a willing team player and maintain a cooperative, respectful working relationship with management and fellow team members.

RESTAURANT TEAM MEMBERS
FALL RIVER KFRANQdoba Restaurant

 14040236  1
09/25/20

 40

Description

AccentCare is looking for passionate clinicians committed to delivering exceptional care in the home.

We are committed to quality patient outcomes—delivering evidence-based care in the home—and providing comprehensive training to 
further develop our staff along with continuing education and promotional opportunities.
Come join the AccentCare team and Make A Difference every day.

RN FIELD NURSE HOME HEALTH OR HOSPICE -
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAccentCare, Inc.

 14014633  2
09/18/20

 40SAFETY TECH - 3RD SHIFT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods
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Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product line includes 
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of Clam Chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster Bisque in the country. 

Summary: While reporting to the Safety Officer, this position takes a lead role in the overall awareness, delivery and commitment to 
corporate Environmental, Health and Safety programs.

 14025944  1
09/21/20

 40  8:30 am  5:00 pm

WSAR has an immediate opening for a full-time Sales Account Executive.

This is a Business-to-Business advertising sales role with responsibilities that include: prospecting, scheduling appointments, and 
meeting with business owners one-on-one, ad copy writing, and customer service.

By understanding the client's goals and needs, and articulating the benefits of advertising with WSAR, the Sales Account Executive 
successfully closes new business, and maintains current business with excellent customer service.

The position pays a competitive base salary, plus commission on receipts, offers paid health insurance, earned vacation time, paid 
holidays, and promotes from within.

SALES ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
SOMERSET TSHORWSAR 1480 AM

 14052169  4
09/28/20

 25

Under the direction of store management, the Sales Associate performs a range of duties to meet the needs of customers and the 
business. These duties include performing sales transactions and assisting customers on the sales floor. The Sales Associate also works 
as part of the store team to merchandise and maintain the sales and stock room areas according to company policies and procedures.
ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
 Protection of company assets
Ensuring all OSJL customers receive the best possible service on the sales floor and at the point of sale
Proper handling of all transactions and corresponding documentation.
Maintaining OSJL merchandising standards for all assigned areas
Timely communication to store management of any issues
 Proper attention to safety issues

SALES ASSOCIATE
SOMERSET KFRANOcean State Job Lot

 14014407  1
09/18/20

 40

Acknowledge and greet customers with a smile
? Answer customer questions
? Help customers find the products they are looking for
? Assist fellow associates as needed throughout the store
? Keep your area stocked, clean, and safe
Must have reliable means of transportation, and have good customer service skills

SALES ASSOCIATE
FALL RIVER KFRANWalmart

 14061229  1
10/01/20

 20

Job Description    Sales Associate PT
565 Commerce Dr., Fall River, MA 02720
Part-Time Shift(s):

 MON TUE WED THU FRI 7:00 am-5:00 pm10 - 28 hours/week

OVERVIEW:

SALES ASSOCIATE PT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLFastenal Company
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 1
Working as Part-Time Sales Associate PT, you will have the opportunity to balance formal training with real-world experience running a 
branch and working with customers. It's a great way to learn the ropes of our fast paced industry and potentially transition into a 
full-time sales position. This position is for our branch located at 565 Commerce Dr., Fall River, MA 02720.

 14014230  3
09/18/20

 40

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes 
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country.

Summary: Responsible for the efficient and appropriate sanitation of Manufacturing and Processing areas, including trash and 
cardboard disposal, during production periods.

Essential Duties:
•Responsible for the continuous upkeep and overall state of Manufacturing and Processing floors.
•Responsible for completing required paperwork accurately and honestly as applicable.

SANITATION- 3RD SHIFT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14014635  1
09/18/20

 40

Security Guards, 1st, 2nd & 3rd shift, part or full time openings available.  Applications can be picked up at Best Security, 312 Durfee 
Street, Fall River, MA.  Must have car, phone and clean police record.   Applicants must be at least 18 years old.

SECURITY GUARDS
FALL RIVER ABORGBest Security

 14014624  1
09/18/20

 40

The Blount family has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side 
dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder 
in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country. 

Summary:

To plan, coordinate, analyze and manage all activities related to the purchasing and receipt of assigned raw materials. The position 
interfaces with Sales, Marketing, Planning, Production, QA, Product Development, Accounting, Logistics and Senior Management.

Essential Duties and Responsibilities:

SENIOR BUYER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14019298  1
09/19/20

 40

OCEAN SPRAY BELIEVES THAT OUR EMPLOYEES ARE OUR BEST ASSET AND WE OFFER AN ENVIRONMENT WHERE YOU CAN WORK WITH 
EXCEPTIONALLY SMART, INNOVATIVE, PASSIONATE TEAMS THAT ARE MOTIVATED TO DELIVER OCEAN SPRAY PRODUCTS AROUND THE 
WORLD.   IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A REWARDING CAREER WHERE YOU CAN GROW, OWN, LIVE AND DRIVE YOUR CAREER EVERY DAY, 
OCEAN SPRAY IS FOR YOU!
     WHO WE ARE:
     Ocean Spray is a vibrant agricultural cooperative owned by more than 700 cranberry farmers in the United States, Canada and Chile, 
who have helped preserve the family farming way of life for generations. The cooperative s cranberries are currently featured in more 
than a thousand great-tasting, good-for-you products in over 100 countries worldwide. With more than 2,000 employees and nearly 20 
receiving and processing facilities, Ocean Spray is committed to managing our business in a way that respects our communities, 
colleagues and the environment.

SENIOR SCIENTIST, FOOD SAFETY & QUALITY
LAKEVILLE INETEMPLOcean Spray Cranberries, Inc.

 14036624  1
09/24/20

 40SERVICE TECHNICIAN (YARD) #5423
LAKEVILLE INETEMPLWilliams Scotsman, Inc.
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We’re READY TO WORK, are you?

 

WillScot seeks a multi-talented Service Technician to perform quality repairs, refurbishment and modification of modular buildings and 
containers at our branch location.  

 

 14025868  1
09/21/20

 40

Set up / Machine ops 
1st shift-7am-3:30pm $12.75/hr                                                             
2nd shift-4:00pm-12:30am $13.25/hr2 Leads-1 for each shift.                                                                          set up/machine ops-entry 
level-no exp req. English needed                                                                              Positions are located in Norton, MA

SET UP/MACHINE OPS.
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services

 14025857  1
09/21/20

 40

Day shift and night shift sewers. 7-3:30 $14 and 3:45pm-12:45am $16 $300 sign on bonus for Monroe and EMP. once they convert
Positions are located in Fall River, MA

SEWERS
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services

 14036599  1
09/24/20

 40

Currently looking for a Sheet Metal Fabricator for a full time, temporary to permanent position in Fall River, MA. This is a great entry 
level opportunity! Our client is a small company that is willing to train and mold candidates to give them a good start on their career as 
a Fabricator.  

Responsibilities of the Sheet Metal Fabricator
- Work as an in-house sheet metal fabricator
- Complete custom fabrication and duct work
- Miscellaneous tasks as needed

Requirements of the Sheet Metal Fabricator

SHEET METAL WORKER
FALL RIVER KTORRThe Alpha Group

 14029314  1
09/22/20

 40

Currently looking for a Sheet Metal Fabricator for a full time, temporary to permanent position in Fall River, MA. This is a great entry 
level opportunity! Our client is a small company that is willing to train and mold candidates to give them a good start on their career as 
a Fabricator.  

Responsibilities of the Sheet Metal Fabricator
- Work as an in-house sheet metal fabricator
- Complete custom fabrication and duct work
- Miscellaneous tasks as needed

Requirements of the Sheet Metal Fabricator

SHEET METAL WORKER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLThe Alpha Group

 14009644  1
09/17/20

 40

Experience:
Supervisor, 1 year (Preferred)
customer service, 1 year (Preferred)

SHIFT MANAGER
FALL RIVER KFRANBURGER KING
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Education:
High school or equivalent (Preferred)
Full Job Description
In order to excel within JSC Management Group you must be able to meet the minimum performance standards necessary to operate 
any position within our restaurants. We believe we have developed a formula for success in regards to customer focus that cannot be 
altered. We only desire to employ individuals who are highly motivated and eager to progress within our organization If you desire to 
succeed then please start your training. If not, we ask you to apply at McDonalds!

 14025916  1
09/21/20

 40  8:00 am  4:30 pm

Prior Shipper/Receiver Exp
2 associates needed. Some shipping exp.
Positions are in Fall River, MA

SHIPPER/RECEIVERS
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services

 14014244  1
09/18/20

 40

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes 
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country. Blount Fine 
foods has three manufacturing facilities.

 Summary: Perform all duties associated with shipping and receiving of product, and inventory management.  Use of manufacturing 
database.

SHIPPING/RECEIVING- 1ST/2ND SHIFTS
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14025986  1
09/21/20

 40

We are looking for people with specific skills and interests to fill our specialized roles. While your specific responsibilities will vary by 
department, we need you to be knowledgeable, professional and above all, committed to giving our customers the highest level of 
service.Are you an ace with car maintenance? With over 2500 auto centers nationwide and certified technicians, we perform millions of 
tire and oil services a year. Do you want to help people and make a difference? Our pharmacy technicians are dedicated to providing 
quality care to patients when they need it most.Are you interested in helping people see better? Make someone's day by helping them 
choose the perfect set of glasses.Are you passionate about security and safety? As an Asset Protection associate, you are responsible 
for detecting and deterring theft while keeping customers and associates safe.Duties and Responsibilities
 Automotive: Change oil, tires, and other general maintenance
Vision Center: Assist and check out customers with glasses and contacts
Asset Protection: Help customers and associates feel safe

SPECIALIZED AUTO/PHARMACY/OPTICAL TECH
FALL RIVER KFRANWalmart

 14036201  1
09/24/20

 40

Description

Call For Resumes:

Overview:
 (IDT), provider of automated software testing, data analysis, and cybersecurity solutions for complex defense systems, is currently 
accepting applications for an anticipated Software/Systems Engineer role requiring 7+ years of experience for a position in support of its 
innovative automated solutions. This position offers an engineer the opportunity to utilize his/her knowledge and talents as part of a 
collaborative team developing software for a growing company.
All applicants must be able to obtain/maintain an active U.S. Security Clearance.

SR. SOFTWARE/SYSTEMS ENGINEER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLInnovative Defense Technologies
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 13998030  1

09/14/20
 20

Job Description: Commercial Stitchers

Accurate Services, Inc. is a small family owned and operated business in Fall River, MA since 1955, offering a variety of services including 
Warehousing, Distribution, Product Development and Production for the Garment Industry, Sewn Products and Consumer Goods.

The Manufacturing Team is seeking Commercial Stitchers full-time and part-time to support the production of recent high-volume 
orders. 

Job responsibilities may include but are not limited to the following:

STITCHERS  - PART TIME
FALL RIVER ABORGACCURATE SERVICES

 13998029  1
09/14/20

 40

Job Description: Commercial Stitchers

Accurate Services, Inc. is a small family owned and operated business in Fall River, MA since 1955, offering a variety of services including 
Warehousing, Distribution, Product Development and Production for the Garment Industry, Sewn Products and Consumer Goods.

The Manufacturing Team is seeking Commercial Stitchers full-time and part-time to support the production of recent high-volume 
orders. 

Job responsibilities may include but are not limited to the following:

STITCHERS - FULL TIME
FALL RIVER ABORGACCURATE SERVICES

 14025971  4
09/21/20

 25

Unload trucks
? Sort products in the backroom
? Stock products on shelves
? Ensure aisles are neat and area is clean
? Engage vendors and drivers with a positive attitude
? Greet customers and answer their questions
Must have a reliable means of transportation

STOCKER/BACKROOM RECEIVING ASSOCIATE
FALL RIVER KFRANWalmart

 14065855  1
10/02/20

 35

The opportunity to become a competent learner is one of the greatest gifts a child can receive. It
is a great gift because learning competence enables a child to take full advantage of all
opportunities life may bring.

The John E Boyd Center seeks full time Early Childhood Educators.

Child Care Educators Required Skills and Qualifications:
This person must be at least 18 years of age, willing to becoming professionally prepared
to be a teacher of young children and meet the requirements of the licensing agency.
Have a love for children and a strong desire to make a difference every day.

TEACHER ASSISTANT
FALL RIVER TSHORJohn E. Boyd Center

 14009638  4
09/17/20

 20

Exciting Opportunity to join a small franchisee who can offer you a great job at a great pay. We are looking for serious applicants who 

TEAM MEMBERS/CASHIERS
FALL RIVER KFRANBURGER KING
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 2 13.75 12.75
are the Best of the Best.
Job Requirements: As an employee with us, you must have the drive to grow and succeed professionally and a natural aptitude for 
leadership. You must be friendly, bright and organized and you must possess superb customer service and communication skills. You 
must also display the integrity and character necessary to make ethical decisions for our business and customers and you must take 
initiative to drive activity and change. Retail experience a plus Ability to lift up to 25 pounds Ability to train and motivate a team of 
employees. It is our philosophy that promotion is a natural progression, not a chance happening, and we do our best to fill each of our 
management openings through the promotion of an existing employees. Apply today! We have immediate openings for management 
trainees!
Serious applications only. We are looking for the best of the best!

 14005410  1
09/16/20

 40

As America\'s largest supplier of respiratory and durable medical equipment, Lincare\'s mission is to set the standard for excellence, 
transforming the way respiratory care is delivered in the home. We are inspired by a vision to enable patients with chronic conditions to 
remain engaged in life, with the peace of mind that we are caring for them. 
     If you are a fast-paced, urgent service professional looking for a position that is both financially and personally rewarding, then 
Lincare is the organization for you! 
      *  work closely with medically fragile patients and their caregivers
      *  deliver and train patients and their family members on therapies and equipment prescribed by their physicians
      *  use your skills to make a difference in the growth of an organization and the quality of care they offer their patients
      *  work for an organization that rewards success and fosters a culture of promotion
     Job Responsibilities include:  

TECHNICIAN / DRIVER - DME - FALL RIVER,
FALL RIVER INETEMPLLincare, Inc.

 14025988  1
09/21/20

 40

Performs routine preventive maintenance to ensure safety, proper functionality, and aesthetics of facilities, equipment, or fixtures 
under the supervision of a more senior technician by following established preventive maintenance schedules and guidelines; 
inspecting, cleaning, and repairing facilities, equipment, or fixtures; observing and documenting signs of wear and tear; and 
documenting preventive maintenance activities.
Performs minor repairs on facilities, equipment, or fixtures under the supervision of a more senior technician by utilizing multiple craft 
skills (for example, plumbing, electrical, carpentry, material handling equipment, food equipment); inspecting, operating, or testing 
facilities, equipment, or fixtures to diagnose issues; dismantling equipment, machines, or facilities to access and remove defective parts; 
diagnose problems utilizing blueprints, repair manuals, or parts catalogs as necessary; utilizing hand tools, power tools,hoists, and other 
equipment; providing prompt response to emergency calls; and documenting repair activities.
Manages work orders and routine maintenance schedules by completing and providing required written and electronic information (for 

TECHNICIAN 1 SKILLED MAINTENANCE
FALL RIVER KFRANWalmart

 14054914  3
09/29/20

 40 10:00 pm  6:00 am

Textile / Covering Operator - 10:00 p.m. - 6:00 a.m. shift, Moday - Friday, in Fall River.
No experience needed; will train.
Must work well with others.
Clean, A/C workplace.
Bilingual a plus, but not necessary.

TEXTILE / COVERINGS OPERATOR
FALL RIVER TSHORTweave, Inc.

 14014232  1
09/18/20

 40

Summary: The Trade Marketing Program Specialist is responsible for creating contracts, trade programs, maintenance and 
administration of the trade programs.  This includes information for promotional allowances, chargebacks, bill-backs, rebates, scan 
data, deviated pricing, food-show payments and allowances by brand to the UPC level.  Obtaining and entering the data to the UPC 
detail level will provide Blount the capability of validating trade expenses for profitability by customer by product. 
Essential Duties and Responsibilities:
• Utilization of the trade system will require the contract info to be entered predicated on each type of contract whether its direct or 
non-direct customer.

TRADE MARKETING SPECIALIST
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods
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• Work daily with our Blount Sales Team, brokers and our accounting department on issues related to missed payments, 
amendments to contracts, customer deductions and miscellaneous questions regarding trade spend.
• Obtain and enter the data by UPC level into the system. 

 14045682  1
09/26/20

 40

Are you ready to drive commercial motor vehicles over the road, solve transportation mysteries, and help Amazon deliver world class 
service to our customers? As a Transportation Associate, you will be a vital member of Amazon Transportation Services. Transportation 
Associates will perform trailer moves, coordinate yard activities (such as check in, traffic flow, internal communications with docks, 
etc.), conduct yard audits, complete driver training programs (Hostler, CDL School, etc.), and operate multiple vehicle asset types over 
the road as assigned in accordance with business need to support Amazon's transportation network.

Candidates must be at least 21 years old. Candidates must hold a valid state-appropriate driver's license, be able to obtain their Driver 
Qualification File (DQF) and Commercial Driver's License (CDL), and be eligible to drive in accordance with DOT requirements. Amazon 
does not sponsor for immigration, including for H-1B, TN, and other non-immigrant visas, for this role.

TRANSPORTATION ASSOCIATE
FALL RIVER INETEMPLAmazon Corporate LLC

 14025832  1
09/21/20

 40

Carpentry Experience is a plus, but not necessary for Entry level positions. Must have reliable means of transportation, and be willing to 
work hard. Positions are located in New Bedford, MA.

TRUSS ASSEMBLERS
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services

 14000044  1
09/15/20

 28

Department: Family Child Care

Reports to: Program Coordinator  

Position Overview: Transporting children to and from our Family Child Care Provider homes. 

Duties and Responsibilities (Essential Functions): Operate the vehicle safely on assigned routes, including operating within state and 
local laws. Follow program rules for conduct while operating the vehicle. Provide a positive and supportive environment for the children 
riding the vehicle. Communicate reliably with program staff and the children?s families. Handle any emergency situation calmly and 
effectively. Maintain accurate records, including daily mileage and vehicle inspection reports. Keep the vehicle clean at all times. 

VAN DRIVER
FALL RIVER RTEIXCITIZENS FOR CITIZENS, INC.

 14014237  2
09/18/20

 40

Blount Fine Foods is a private, family owned company that has been in the food business since 1880. Our product Line includes 
refrigerated and frozen gourmet soups, side dishes and entrees for food service and retail. The Company, headquartered in Fall River, 
MA, is the largest producer of clam chowder in New England and the largest manufacturer of Lobster bisque in the country. Blount Fine 
foods has three manufacturing facilities.

 Summary: Responsible for the continuous and “trouble free” running of the Vision System machines incorporated within the Cup Pack 
out processing department.

 Essential Duties and Responsibilities:
•Daily maintenance of all Vision System machines within the Cup Pack out department

VISION SYSTEMS TECH- 2ND SHIFT
FALL RIVER INETEMPLBlount Fine Foods

 14025856  2
09/21/20

 40  3:30 pm 12:00 am

Receiving experience preferred....... Position is located in Fall River, MA

WAREHOUSE /RECEIVING
FALL RIVER KFRANMonroe Staffing Services
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 14054945  2

09/29/20
 40  3:00 pm 11:30 pm

This is a clerical job.  Non union - they work on a buggy (3 wheel) vs a cart like a golf cart.  Lap top strapped to buggy and their entire 
shift is dedicated to making the cranes move product to pick slots at waist level for selectors to pick once the slot is empty.   Crane 
operators use their computers to move product to pick slots.  They don't physically move them.  They order the command via lap top 
and software.  $16 temp to perm - 3 p.m. to 11:30 and mandatory overtime
 Anyone with previous warehouse logistics, back room - staging, retail experience, we train.
assignment at least 6 months unless they obtain a perm?

WAREHOUSE 
ADMINISTRATION/REPLENISHMENT/C ASSONET RTEIXStop & Shop Distribution Center

 14052319  1
09/28/20

 25

Responsibilities:
Pulls merchandise from inventory for customer orders being picked up by the customer or being delivered to the customers? homes in 
an orderly, accurate, timely and safe manner.
Loading of Furniture and accessories in customer vehicles.
Scans, picks, pulls and re-wraps and puts away product utilizing proper material handling techniques and equipment to minimize 
damages.
Operates manual and mechanical equipment, such as dollies and/or hand trucks, in a safe and efficient manner to move or hoist 
product to proper area/location.
Complies with all applicable company health, safety and quality standards and policies, procedures, rules and regulations.Commitment 
to Cardi?s Furniture & Mattresses safety policies and procedures.

WAREHOUSE FURNITURE PULLING
SWANSEA KFRANCardi's Furniture

 14026095  2
09/21/20

 40

Our Warehouse Selectors use voice technology to fill orders for the store. They?re responsible for gathering products for each order 
before it?s sent from the storage area. In addition to lifting and moving boxes throughout the shift, they also build the pallets and load 
the trailers as told by the warehouse supervisor to make it as easy as possible for the stores to unload. Of course, none of this can 
happen without a safe and clean shipping area, they take care of that too .

- We are looking to hire 2nd and 3rd shifts
- Must be able to work in varying temperature degrees
- Mandatory overtime
- Must be able to lift 20-100 lbs repeatedly (physical and lift test will be required)
- Must be willing to go through a background check, drug screening and reference check

WAREHOUSE SELECTORS
ASSONET CMILLSStop and Shop

 14014314  1
09/18/20

 40

The Home Depot in the Fall River, MA area is hiring a Warehouse Stocker!Location: Somerset, MABenefits offered to Warehouse 
Workers: Medical/Dental/Vision Life Insurance and Disability Discounts, PTO, 401(k) & moreThe Warehouse Stocker will unload trucks 
in the warehouse, inspect items for damage and stock warehouse shelves.Apply online to join The Home Depot team as a Warehouse 
Stocker!

WAREHOUSE STOCKER
SOMERSET KFRANHome Depot

 14014537  1
09/18/20

 40  8:00 am  4:03 pm

Local company looking for a warehouse worker.  Position will start as  temporary and could grow into full time. The position would be 
for 40 hours 8:00AM to 4:30PM  Mon-Fri    Warehouse , inventory stocking, picking orders and possible shipping. Lots of different things 
every day. Would require lifting up to 70.

WAREHOUSE WORKER
FALL RIVER ABORGPro Chemical & Dye Inc.

 14054811  1
09/29/20

 30  7:00 am  4:30 pm

Must be able to work in refrigerated warehouse.  Must be able to lift 50 pounds and push 120 pounds.  Must be able to work in a team 
of 3 - 5 people.  May be called upon to load trucks.

WAREHOUSE WORKER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLADV Staffing Inc
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 14054817  2
09/29/20

 30  3:00 pm 11:30 pm

Must be able to work in refrigerated warehouse.  Must be able to lift 50 pounds and push 120 pounds.  Must be able to work in a team 
of 3 - 5 people.  May be called upon to load trucks.

WAREHOUSE WORKER
FALL RIVER INETEMPLADV Staffing Inc

 14052101  1
09/28/20

 30

Aggressively expanding company in Fall River, MA has a job opening for a General Warehouse Person.
Must be able to work in a warehouse environment which may include, some order picking, some shipping as well as general warehouse 
work. Ability to drive a forklift is also a requirement.

WAREHOUSE WORKERS
FALL RIVER KFRANJS INTERNATIONAL
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